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“When you know the story to which you belong, and when you know your role in that story, you have a profound sense of purpose. That is what we are invited into: God’s ongoing work in this world. When we find ourselves contributing to a greater story, we thrive.”

—PAMELA EBSTYN KING, PETER L. BENSON ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE, ON HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE FIND THEIR COORDINATES, P. 60. (ABOVE: YENA CHOI, P. 24)
Matt Lumpkin, assistant director of Information Technology Services, takes candid portraits in front of his blue office wall as an exercise in gratitude: “These portraits remind me of the gift I have in my work: my colleagues and friends.” Pictured on facing page (left to right, from top): Genie Cormode, BJ Barber, Matthew Krabill, Melody Frost, Mandy DiMarcangelo, Cory Piña, Julie Tai, Brian Fee, and Elijah Davidson. Matt and Melody Lumpkin’s adorable third daughter, Hazel, is pictured above. See Matt’s work throughout this issue (pages 11, 30–31, 97), in a brief virtual gallery online at Fuller.edu/Studio, and at mattlumpkn.com.
Some years ago, when I was going through a hard season, I had a job that required me to drive 90 minutes there and back again in rush hour traffic. I spent a lot of that time in my head, pondering some grim circumstances. I was no longer young by anyone’s standard, and the value of all I had done in my life seemed to dissolve in the acid grief of loss.

During one of those drives on the 110 freeway, I played Reverend Dan Smith’s album *Just Keep Goin’ On*. There was a hidden secret in his directions to “take every knock as a boost, every stumbling block as a stepping stone. Lift up your head and hold your own—just keep goin’ on, young people, just keep goin’ on.” From then on I played his music each way, every day, for a year. One day I realized that Rev. Dan, who recorded the album when he was pushing 90, meant me when he sang to “young people.” So when he urged, “Lift up your head and hold your own,” he believed I could do it. It was enough.

Fifteen years later, “young people” still means me. It also means you. There is wisdom in this issue’s theology articles edited by Kara Powell (thank you, friend) about young people and how to help them flourish. Please note that such wisdom does not apply to just 11- to 29-year-olds. Pam King’s quote on the cover accompanying the beautiful image of cellist Yena Choi (p. 24) is as true for the rest of us as it is for any teenager: “When we find ourselves contributing to a greater story, we thrive.”

I believe a day will come when that greater story will include a chance for me to thank Rev. Dan. Until then, I pass along the wisdom he shares in such words as these—“I say to every young woman, also to every young man: sometimes I know you get discouraged; don’t stop and wring your hands. Your privilege cannot be taken, your rights cannot be banned. If someone like me can make it, I know you can.”

**Young People Means You**

Lauralee Farrer is storyteller and chief creative at Fuller, editor in chief of *FULLER* magazine, and creative director of the new *FULLER* studio.
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A Unique Season of Growth  

There’s a unique season of growing toward adulthood that happens in the years between 11 and 25—as any parent of teenagers will attest. The way we frame our experiences during that time sets the stage for how we respond to life later, which partially explains how differently my wife and I parented our boys through that turbulent time.

My teenage years went well on the surface, but the undercurrent was harder, more painful, less assured than it appeared. My determination to be “adult” prematurely caused me to try to act like one long before I had the developmental equipment. I entered puberty at 10 years of age and was 6’2” by the time I was 12. I looked older and bigger than my peers, so I assumed the role. This meant being a teenager was less fun, less adventurous, and less healthy than it might have been. Good family and close friends meant a lot to me, but no practices or communities of faith were sought (or found). No adult help—in the form of advocate, lis...
tender, advisor, personal coach—came forth, at least none that I remember. I doubt I signaled that I would have relished any of these things if I had known they existed. To be a teenager was to be on an individual and largely independent journey toward adulthood. My sense was that you just got on with growing up.

My wife, Janet, had an entirely different teenage season. Her free-spirited, passionate, joyful, and enthusiastic self dove into teenage life for all it was worth. Her highly extroverted energies and activities, her adventures and risks, her fun and humor, her faith and love meant she bubbled into self-discovery and friendships everywhere she turned. Her Christian faith found a home independent of her family, settling easily into the context of Young Life Bible studies and leadership. That culture knew just what to do with someone like Janet. She was immersed in a world of adults who knew and pursued her and she drank deeply from the water they provided. That she went on to become a high school English teacher was a natural extension of all she learned and eagerly wanted to offer others in those pivotal years.

So which of us do you think did the better job parenting our teenage sons? Of course, it was Janet. She understood the developmental season our boys were passing through and vividly saw its thrills and challenges, its possibilities and pains. There was so much I needed to learn from her. I understood our
sons more as boys, but Janet understood them as teenagers. Both of us made our contributions, of course, each knowing fluidity and failure. Yet I have no doubt that my capacity to be a better parent to teenagers would have benefitted greatly from living a better teenage season myself. Janet taught me that.

We are all in an unending narrative of life, in and between generations, passing on to those younger than ourselves, for good or not, whatever we have to offer. The work of Fuller in various arenas of youth development—whether the Fuller Youth Institute (FYI), the Thrive Center, or the offerings of our Youth, Family, and Culture emphasis—has sought over the years to offer adults and teenagers informed resources to make a developmentally positive and enduring spiritual difference. In recent years, FYI’s focus has been on the factors that contribute to a “sticky faith” that is secured through the teenage years and beyond. There are some strong factors that can make a real difference for parents, for churches, and, most importantly, for youth. These factors can change the stories of teenagers, which may also alter the ways they may one day parent teenagers themselves.

puesto, Janet. Ella entendió esta temporada de desarrollo que nuestros hijos estaban pasando y vivamente dijo sus retos y encantos, sus posibilidades y dolores. Había tanto que tenía que aprender de ella. Yo entendía a mis hijos más como varones, pero Janet les entendía como adolescentes. Ambos hicimos nuestras contribuciones, por supuesto, cada cual conociendo la fluididad y el fracaso. Aun así no tenía ninguna duda de que mi capacidad para ser un mejor padre para adolescentes se hubiera beneficiado en gran manera de haber yo vivido una mejor temporada de adolescencia. Janet me enseñó eso.

Cada persona está en una narrativa interminable de vida, dentro y en medio de generaciones, pasando a aquellas personas más jóvenes, para bien o para mal, aquello que tenemos para ofrecerles. El trabajo de Fuller en varios ámbitos del desarrollo de la juventud —ya sea el Instituto de la Juventud de Fuller (FYI, siglas en inglés), el Centro “Thrive” o las opciones de nuestro énfasis de Juventud, Familia y Cultura— ha buscado ofrecer a través de los años a personas adultas y adolescentes recursos informados para hacer una diferencia positiva de desarrollo y espiritualmente duradera. En años recientes, el énfasis de FYI ha sido en los factores que contribuyen a una “fe pegajosa” que esté asegurada durante los años de la adolescencia y más allá. Hay unos factores importantes que pueden hacer una diferencia real para padres y madres, iglesias y, más importante, la juventud. Estos factores pueden cambiar las historias de adolescentes, lo que también puede alterar las formas en la que algún día críen a sus adolescentes.

Not everyone is lucky enough to have someone like Janet as a loving parent through the difficult years of growing up, but Fuller is committed to training and empowering everyone who cares about teenagers—however you intersect their lives. Remember your own awkward and difficult youth, as I have while writing this column, and decide by the grace of God to do all you can to know and love and relish those living through one of life’s most vulnerable and profound seasons. It will matter for them today, and for all the teenagers you or they come to know, parent, and love in the future.
Ripples by Matt Lumpkin, digital photograph. See Matt’s work throughout this issue (pages 2–3, 30–31, 97), in a brief virtual gallery online at Fuller.edu/Studio, and at mattlumpkin.com.
A 10-year-old girl translates the details of a routine doctor’s check-up for her mother. Later, a conversation about mortgage regulations and bank accounts. At 15, she’s pulled into translating a polarizing debate over church budgets. Mature conversations like these are often mediated by “one point fivers”: children who, like Fuller student Jennifer Guerra, immigrate with their parents and are confronted with premature adulthood in a new country. Such conversations made Jennifer grow up quickly, a sacrifice she was happy to make. But only recently was she able to fully embrace both of the cultures that put her in this position.

Jennifer was raised strong, independent, confident—a natural leader. But the path to such admirable character came with challenges. Born in Guatemala City to an educator and a businessman, Jennifer was afforded all the amenities the city had to offer along with the comforts and beauty her nearby home in Puerto Barrios provided. She received a solid education and, with her younger brother, was part of a close-knit family. Then, when Jennifer was nine, her parents gave up their comfortable careers, sold everything, and moved to North America to plant a church. Packing only clothes and photographs, the family of four arrived in El Sereno, California, with one suitcase apiece, eager to answer their call to ministry—but all wasn’t quite as Jennifer expected.

“My family had visited the United States before,” she recalls, “and we’d gone to Disneyland and spent summers swimming in my grandparents’ pool. So I was excited to move to the land of Disney, pools, family, and sunshine! Reality struck when I came to understand what it meant for my parents to be church planters. Disney visits would seldom happen and my grandparents lived a couple of hours away.”

Though in a new country, surrounded by an unfamiliar culture, Jennifer seemed to thrive. For many reasons she was perceived as Anglo. With her minimal accent, strong work ethic, and stable socioeconomic background, she didn’t fit the false stereotypes that too often accompany her race. “What was particular about my family’s experience is that our immigration journey was very privileged,” Jennifer says. “There were no problems getting visas—we were petitioned by the church my parents came to serve.” Within nine months in her new elementary school’s ESL program she learned the challenging
new language. She made friends. She earned good grades. She learned how to weave in and out of her new Anglo-American surroundings and, though she didn’t forget her Latina heritage while at home, she found herself moving fully into adopting her new culture—a segregation she didn’t yet fully comprehend.

The segregation was harder to ignore at church, where services were held in both Spanish and English. Speaking both languages, Jennifer was needed but not always accepted by either congregation. “I was too Latina to be American and too American to be Latina,” she says. She did her best to assimilate into the English-speaking congregation—learning the art of sarcasm by watching episodes of *Friends*, how to make small talk by condensing nine months of her life into the expected 15-second elevator pitch, and mastering what she calls “potluck etiquette.” But these insights didn’t translate in her Latina tradition, and she was not yet equipped to communicate the cultural differences in ways that could have bridged the myriad of misunderstandings the two congregations faced. She was in a tug-of-war between two cultures; in constant defense of one identity and validation of the other. The congregations grew more divided and Jennifer felt all the more isolated. “I fit enough to be welcomed, but not really enough to be part of the shaping community.”

As church planters, Jenny and Joel Guerra moved around—migrating to different areas within Los Angeles before landing in Temecula, 80 miles east. Here, Jennifer got her first taste carrying on her parents’ leadership skills as a peer leader at school, connecting underclassmen with upperclassmen, linking bilingual students to other bilingual students, and making sure classmates were aware of events that fit their interests. She was good at it. And she enjoyed it. The ease of this role made her question the difficulty of bridging cultures in the church. “There wasn’t much value seen in that part of who I was,” she says. “Every time my Latina context was brought up, it was in the form of a complaint or an annoyance or a reference to ‘your people.’” But she swept aside her frustrations at the church’s unwillingness to talk about cultural differences as she left home for Point Loma Nazarene University, pursuing a degree in social work where she thought her skills could be more fully implemented.

After earning that bachelor’s degree, Jennifer let her “Jonah years” play out by continuing on with social work and, like the biblical character, ignoring what she felt God was really calling her to do in the church. At the onset of her career in San Marcos, California, she received a call asking if she
muchos como Anglo. No por sus facturas, sino por su falta de acento, y por su alto nivel de asimilación a la cultura dominante. “Lo que fue particularmente diferente de la experiencia inmigratoria de mi familia es de que no tuvimos problemas al recibir las visas, ya que la iglesia peticionó por ellas,” recuerda Jennifer. En sus primeros nueve meses en los Estados Unidos, ella participó en el programa de Inglés como segundo lenguaje de su escuela primaria. Dentro de ese tiempo, ella hizo amistades, obtuvo buenas notas y aprendió a entretejerse dentro y fuera de la cultura dominante, aunque no se olvidó de sus raíces Latinas, aunque era se le hizo más fácil adaptarse a esta nueva cultura; una segregación que ella no entendía completamente.

La segregación era mucho más difícil de ignorar dentro de la iglesia, donde habitaban dos distintas congregaciones, una hispanoparlante y la anglohablante. Aunque ella hablaba los dos idiomas, Jennifer no se sentía aceptada en ambas congregaciones. “Era demasiada Latina para ser Americana y demasiada Americana para ser Latina,” dice Jennifer. Ella hizo lo mejor que pudo para asimilarse dentro de la congregación Anglo. Aprendió el arte del sarcasmo por medio de programas de televisión como “Friends” (Amigos), las diferentes formas culturales para saludar, y el cómo poder dar respuestas cortas y entusiastas como reseña de las experiencias vividas. Tales cosas no tenían sentido en su cultura Latina, y ella no estaba lo suficientemente equipada para poder comunicar las diferencias culturales para poder navegar los innumerables malentendimientos que las congregaciones enfrentaban. Ella estaba sinchada dentro de las dos culturas, defendiendo una identidad y peleando por la validación de la otra. Las tensiones y divisiones dentro de ambas congregaciones hicieron que Jennifer estuviera a la periferia de ambas comunidades. “En ese entonces, me sentía bienvenida, pero no lo suficiente de las voces que influenciaban lo que pasaba en la comunidad.”

Como plantadores de iglesias, Joel y Jenny Guerra se mudaron mucho, migrando a diferentes áreas de Los Ángeles antes de establecerse en la ciudad de Temecula, a ochenta millas al este. Aquí, Jennifer pudo demostrar las habilidades y el liderazgo instiladas por sus padres en su escuela secundaria, llevándose bien con estudiantes de todos niveles, formando amistades bilingües, y conectando a estudiantes con eventos que concordaban con sus intereses, algo que a ella le encantaba hacer. Al tomar este papel, ella empezó a formar preguntas acerca de la dificultad de hacer puntos de conexión dentro de diferentes culturas en la iglesia. “A esa parte de mí, no se le daba mucho valor,” dice Jennifer. “Cada vez entraba en conversaciones sobre el contexto Latino, no bastaba recibir una mala crítica de ‘mi gente’. “Aún así, ella puso al lado sus frustraciones que tenía con la iglesia, la cual evadía conversaciones sobre las diferencias culturales, y prosiguió salir de casa y matricularse en Point Loma Nazarene University (Universidad Nazarena de Point Loma). Allí, siguió la carrera de licenciatura en trabajo social, donde ella sentía que sus habilidades podrían ser implementadas de la mejor manera.

Después de ganar su licenciatura, Jennifer embarcó en una etapa de su vida, los cuales ella considera sus “años de Jonás.” Como la historia bíblica, ella ignoró el llamado que sentía de Dios para el servicio de la iglesia. En el comienzo de su carrera en San Marcos, California, ella recibió una llamada, la cual le ofrecía una posición ministerial como pastora de
más colorida, para que todo(a) puedan llegar a entender a Dios en una veinticinco años, Jennifer ha aprendido a recibir con los brazos abiertos colores, mucha belleza, muchos nudos y mucha desorientación, pero Dios partes de mi vida que se sienten como el detrás del tapiz. Hay muchos entender la imagen que se está revelando. Claro, que aún hay muchas culturas mano a mano, que pudo tener una idea más clara de quién es. La transición a la iglesia fue aún más difícil, pero le llevó a reconocer que fácil, pero le costó el siempre poder valorar su cultura Guatemalteca. Su reconciliación. Pudo que su asimilación a la cultura Americana se le vino

Ahora que se encuentra a mediados de su Maestría de Divinidad, Jennifer dice “Fuller ha sido el primer lugar en donde mi biculturalismo visto como un regalo.” Ella se ha hecho buenos amigos con un grupo de otros estudiantes, que son una combinación de jóvenes multiculturales que cariñosamente se llaman “the cohort” (el cohorte). Comen pizza una noche, y pupusas la siguiente, acogen sus similitudes y celebran sus diferencias. Ella toma clases en Español, por medio del Centro Latino, donde sus percepciones de la iglesia bicultural han sido retadas y afiladas, especialmente en la clase del Dr. Juan Martínez. Él constantemente le recordaba a la clase, “el propósito de un puente es de conectar, pero la invitación que extiende es que la gente cambie sobre ti.” Esta analogía afeccionadora le dio claridad a su pasado alienado. Le permitió poder aceptar y perdonar, le ha inspirado a profundizar sus raíces en ambas culturas. Ella dice que “la construcción de un puente requiere profundas raíces en ambos lados para desarrollar un ministerio de reconciliación entre la iglesia Latina y la iglesia Anglo en el futuro, para poder fielmente vivir una vida intercultural, necesitamos una gran profundidad de raíces en ambas culturas, al igual que tener la disposición de vivir una vida en sacrificio vivo.”

Jennifer es ahora la Pastora Asociada de La Fuente Ministries, en Pasadena, California. En el cual, muchas culturas se unen para alabar a Dios en un servicio. Usando las herramientas que se le han dado en el seminario, ella está floreciendo y abrazando las dos culturas que forman su identidad. Ella dice, “mi jornada de sanidad se ha encontrado en el redescubrimiento de mi herencia cultural, y el nunca avergonzar de ella. Mas, al contrario, estoy orgullosa y celebro mi biculturalidad.” Ella continúa a crecer en su habilidad en ayudar a otros, poder hacer la jornada a esa nueva realidad que ahora y entiende; que diferentes culturas pueden vivir, trabajar, y alabar juntas armonía. Las experiencias que Jennifer ha tenida, la han llevado del dolor a la reconciliación. Pudo que su asimilación a la cultura Americana se le vino fácil, pero le costó el siempre poder valorar su cultura Guatemalteca. Su transición a la iglesia fue aún más difícil, pero le llevó a reconocer que es parte integral de su identidad. Fue solo después de examinar las dos culturas mano a mano, que pudo tener una idea más clara de quién es. “Siento que he estado viviendo la parte detrás de un tapiz por los últimos veinte años, que lentamente se ha dado vuelta. Estoy comenzando a entender la imagen que se está revelando. Claro, que aún hay muchas partes de mi vida que se sienten como el detrás del tapiz. Hay muchos colores, mucha belleza, muchos nudos y mucha desorientación, pero Dios lentamente va revelando obra maestra que está creando en mí.” Con sólo veinticinco años, Jennifer ha aprendido a recibir con los brazos abiertos el caos, con nudos y todos, sabiendo que la diversidad crea una imagen más colorida, para que todo(a)s puedan llegar a entender a Dios en una forma más profunda.
Driving down the road one night in 1988, Carlos Nicasio’s life took a turn. The 16-year-old accelerated through the streets of National City, California, letting the whoosh of wind and drumming beats of “gangsta rap” overwhelm his senses. He didn’t hear the sounds of police sirens over the rough rhymes of one of his favorite rappers. “I was listening to Eazy-E and thinking this was all normal,” says Carlos. But it wasn’t a normal night—or even his normal car. He had stolen it.

That day he was sent to juvenile hall for his first felony: grand theft auto. A year later, he’d return for criminal burglary. How a young boy raised in a Christian home could end up on this trajectory baffled his parents. Yet Carlos was rebelling in a society already turned upside down and broken, with no one to guide him through it.

Where he felt his church had failed to show up in his life, hip-hop giants like Ice Cube and Too Short emerged as prophets of truth. Their crude lyrics helped Carlos and his friends make sense of the gang violence they witnessed every day in their neighborhood, just a rock’s throw from the...
Mexican border. “Gang activity and gangsta rap exploded into youth culture in the late 1980s,” he explains. “Kids were being murdered because of the color of a rag or a hood. Everything we were seeing influenced the ways we behaved, the ways we acted, and what we did on the streets.”

Carlos and his friends formed a graffiti crew and started spray-painting everywhere. That snowballed into more: drugs, more crime, and eventually joining a gang. He stopped doing homework and got kicked out of high school his freshman year, falling even further under the radar of a church that had no youth leaders. Without an education, Carlos had to knock door-to-door to find a job—sometimes working as a janitor in public places where his former classmates taunted him and said he wasn’t cut out for school.

Over the years, news of friends gone missing or murdered shook Carlos’s confidence in his identity and worth. On top of the grief, his cousins and family were rocked by personal losses. He wondered: What am I doing with this life I’ve been given? He resolved to turn that life around.
BRIDGING A GENERATION

Today, three decades after he first landed in juvenile hall, Carlos is an executive pastor at Iglesia Evangelica Bethel in National City. It’s still a place of gang activity and high crime rates. For Carlos and his wife, however, moving away has never been a question. They don’t want to leave the young people who live here—young people who remind Carlos of himself.

The region is home to Sweetwater Union High School District: one of the largest and most diverse in the nation, with over 42,000 students across 14 high schools and 11 middle schools. “Kids growing up in the environment here lose hope,” knows Carlos all too intimately. “We, as the church, wanted to find ways to somehow come alongside this mass of young people and give them that hope for their future.” One idea was to step out of the church and directly into the schools—reaching out in a way Carlos wished someone had for him.

In 2009 Carlos began the Fuller Youth Institute’s Certificate of Urban Youth Ministry program to get training for this vision. Simultaneously, in partnership with a local high school, he launched 3D Interns, a weeklong intensive program encouraging young people to realize their leadership potential—and also helped launch the work of the Urban Youth Collaborative at the same school, nurturing student-led Christian clubs and other activities on campus. The two programs were separate but complementary. “Our priority wasn’t to hit the school over the head with the Bible but to get things across.” The Fuller Youth Institute gave him the strategies to develop a discipleship program that would train kids for youth leadership. Starting with three students from his church, he found a teacher to sponsor a club, announced a meeting time, and brought pizzas.

Kids started showing up: Eight kids, then 20 . . . 60 . . . 100. Those numbers came to include Abigail, a freshman who seemed lost and painfully shy. Carlos began to mentor her and with time, “she got so involved that she became president of our club for two years,” says Carlos. “That was my vision: to see these kids take ownership of their schools, to produce youth leaders from within the student body.”

This past summer, Abigail stood in front of all the school’s students to give her farewell speech as president. “To see how well versed she was and her passion for Christ was incredible,” he says. “I’m standing in the back of the room with tears in my eyes because I’m thinking, God, this is why we started this club.”

FINDING A PART TO PLAY

The Urban Youth Collaborative and 3D Intern programs today are more than a bridge; they form a thriving network of onramps and offramps between congregations and all 25 schools across the Sweetwater district. As principals watch their students benefit from various kinds of church partnerships—earning mini-grants to champion community service projects, finding support in attaining their educational goals—they see leaders emerge in their schools. The over 300 student leaders equipped through 3D Interns are making an impact in myriad ways: they’re raising money to support needy families in their own student body; others who were near drop-outs are graduating, going to competitive universities, and returning to encourage the next generation.

The trust that’s been built has led to unanticipated forms of cooperation as well. A principal called the Urban Youth Collaborative one recent morning with the tragic news that a student had been murdered the night before. “Would you and your churches be willing to officiate a funeral today in the cafeteria?” he asked. Indeed they would—and more than 800 students attended. “It’s the relationships we’ve formed that allow us to do more than run a Bible club,” says Carlos.

Thinking about his rebellious days on these same streets, Carlos says it’s a miracle he’s here today to do this work—but knows he wouldn’t be as impactful if he hadn’t lived it himself. “I see myself in these young people and believe in them despite their failures,” he says. “Every young person has a part to play. I want to help them understand exactly where they fit.” Five of his own 3D Interns have found their part as new staff at the Urban Youth Collaborative.

Today Carlos is back to tagging: but this time, he’s working with principals and local street artists to graffiti art murals on school buildings that tell stories of restoration, redemption, and reconciliation in the community. It’s a venture that emerged, he says, “out of the brokenness of my youth. We’re painting a new picture.”

Learn more about 3D Interns at their website, 3dinterns.com.

KAITLIN SCHLUTER, storyteller, is Fuller’s donor communications specialist, weaving stories of hope into opportunities for impact.

NATE HARRISON, photographer, is FULLER magazine’s senior photographer and video storyteller. Find his work at NateCHarrison.com.
Ed Wilmington, director of the Fred Bock Institute of Music at Fuller, invited me to audit his Music as Theological Expression class one early morning, casually mentioning that one of his students had just given a report on the music of Bill and Gloria Gaither. At the conclusion of the class I introduced myself to that student, Lilian Ateh, saying I was sorry I missed her presentation, as the Gaithers are close friends of mine. I would love to have heard her impressions. Elated at the news, she asked if she could hug me. She was not the only one who was surprised.

Lilian is from Cameroon, West Africa, and I was pleased—and amazed—that she knew so much about the music of my friends who live in a tiny town in Indiana. She assured me that her friends and church members back home “all sing their music. We love songs like ‘He Touched Me’ and ‘Because He Lives.’”

I couldn’t wait to call Gloria and tell her about this vibrant, joyful student from halfway around the world who had been shaped by her music. Within a few days, a box of CDs and music books arrived at my home along with a message for Lilian. I made arrangements to take her to dinner and give her their gifts.

As we walked into the restaurant, my appetite was not as much for food as it was to learn about this new friend. As soon as we ordered, my questions began: “Tell me about you, your family, your church, your background, and your reason for being at Fuller Seminary.” It quickly became clear that Lilian, a young woman with a big vision, has a passion for serving Jesus Christ.

Her paternal grandfather had seven wives, 30 children, and countless grandchildren. Her father became a Christian as a young man, married “only” one woman, and became a Baptist minister in their hometown of Bamenda—also home to over nine million others. Lilian is the eldest of six girls and one brother.

After graduating from college, she joined the staff of her father’s church and, on the side, began an early morning radio broadcast called Showers of Blessing. It was with the broadcasting venture, however, that she found her true calling: “I was so passionate about it that I volunteered for three years,” she says. “I felt that it was an assignment given to me by Jesus Christ.” The daily one-hour program soon mushroomed into six hours of airtime. Listeners called in to ask questions, to request prayers, and to talk with her between the music sets she hosted.

Nearly 25 percent of the citizens of Bamenda listened to Lilian each morning as she spoke about Jesus Christ.

One morning, Lilian had the idea to invite listeners to join her at a local hall so she could meet and pray with them. The response was so great that they were forced to rent a larger venue—a gathering that blossomed into a church, and then another church. Ministers were hired to meet the spiritual needs of these worshippers, to “bring people into God’s marvelous light.”

Before long Lilian realized that she needed further training to minister to the men and women of her city. She asked her mother and father to pray that God would show her where to go, and one night she had a dream that four angels took her to an unknown location called “Beverly Hills.” She thought the city was not a real place, but wondered, “maybe God is directing me to California.” She searched “seminaries in California” on the Internet and Fuller Theological Seminary appeared on her screen. Instantly on reading about it, she felt that she had her answer. Her parents agreed and, unknown to her, her father promptly sold his property to make it possible for her to travel to and study on the other side of the world.

When Lilian graduates from Fuller, she will return to West Africa with a new understanding of how to interpret Scripture, a clearer view of missiology, and fresh ways of seeing worship music through the lens of theology. She will also take a burning desire to fulfill God’s assignment for her, which is to establish a radio and television ministry. “After Fuller, I will be able to bring certain changes in the minds and lives of the people of my community and Africa as a whole,” she told me. “People may not attend church, but they will tune to radio or television.”

Lilian is a bright light in God’s kingdom and in the lives of all who know her, and I am grateful that she has become part of our Fuller family. She will be a powerful witness to all who hear her voice and are embraced by her love. (By the way, she has yet to visit Beverly Hills!)
meet

LILIAN ATEH
As a musician at a prestigious conservatory in Berlin, Germany, Yena Choi [MACL '15] practiced almost ten hours a day in a room no bigger than a broom closet. With the shades drawn on the only window, she would rehearse scales, refine her posture, and do the hard work of mastering her instrument—a 250-year-old Italian cello given to her by her first instructor. “Practicing like that was almost monastic,” she remembers.

Her work ethic came at a cost. Yena had played cello for almost a decade, “but it added a dynamic in my family that I didn’t like,” she remembers. “My parents really pushed me to work hard and practice a lot. It wasn’t a blessing back then. It was more forced, and I rarely enjoyed it.” When she wasn’t in the practice room, she was often ostracized by envious students. “I felt above everyone else,” she says. “It was a way to protect myself—the cello was the only thing I could master!”

Halfway through her education, her mother left Germany to return to Yena’s father in South Korea, and Yena was more alone than ever before. “I was by myself in a foreign city studying an instrument I still didn’t like,” she says. “I felt so abandoned, but I had to keep going.” Her drive to succeed was beginning to affect her physically. Under the stress of practice, Yena was diagnosed with tuberculosis, and the medicine meant to help her heal had the unintended side effect of depression. The complicated sickness forced her to drop out of ensembles and become a part-time student. The cello, no longer a source of pride, had become the cause of both resentment and exhaustion. Needing space to heal and time away from her instrument, Yena decided to travel to California to be with extended family.

While she was traveling through the Bay Area, she decided to visit her cousin, Fuller alumnus and youth minister Jina Park [MDiv '04]. At Jina’s invitation, Yena attended a music event markedly different from what she knew at the conservatory: a worship service. The musicians,
“I was there to intercede with my music. My songs could be a lament. It wasn’t an experience that I could explain with words, but I could somehow feel it in the music.”
playing together without any sense of competition, were creating music in service of something greater than themselves. She felt a shift in her own heart, a moment she sees as the beginning of a “long season of restoration.”

After finishing at the conservatory in Berlin, Yena decided to move to California to be near her parents—who had since moved there—and take a break from pursuing the cello so rigorously. It was also a chance for her to do some soul-searching. “I needed my own theological perspective,” she says, explaining her decision to study at Fuller in Pasadena.

When she entered seminary, she was disoriented by yet another new language. While her new friends encouraged her to integrate her cello playing with ministry, she wasn’t sure she wanted to play at all anymore, plagued by questions of whether classical music could make sense in a sanctuary. It was Edwin Willmington, Fuller’s composer-in-residence and director of the Brehm Center’s Fred Bock Institute of Music, who gave her the freedom to explore the relationship between theology and music on her own terms. “I had room to reflect on what worship is in my own setting as a classical musician,” she says.

At Willmington’s encouragement, Yena also began playing with the All-Seminary Chapel worship music team. While the new community was a refreshing change from her solitary years in the practice room, rehearsing was markedly different in technical approach and purpose from her previous training. “Classical music and worship music are two totally different musical languages. At first, I couldn’t understand what the team was saying,” she remembers. “Even though the basics were similar, the terms and approach were different.”

With much less in the way of musical notation and more freedom to improvise, Yena was encouraged to trust her fellow musicians: “You had to depend on one another in a different way.” With their encouragement, she began to value her musical ability as a gift to share with others. She was also becoming attuned to a new spiritual depth in music: “I learned that the song itself has to be connected with God. I began to see that everything is an interaction and the way I communicate with God.”

As her worlds of classical music and theology began to merge, Yena had an important choice to make. While some expected her to play her cello primarily in worship settings, Yena missed the world of classical music she had left behind. She sensed that playing exclusively for traditional worship services would limit her. Rather than bringing music to the church, Yena felt drawn to do the opposite, concluding that “classical music is my ministry.”

That conviction quickly found expression when the tragic shooting at Sandy Hook occurred and Yena decided to perform a benefit concert to raise money for the affected families. One of her classmates from Germany—a talented concert pianist—and a ballet dancer joined her, and Yena’s classical and theological training met in a profound way. Yena realized that words fail to
express the depth of grief at such a tragedy, so she was able to translate grief through music: “I was there to intercede with my music. My songs could be a lament. It wasn’t an experience that I could explain with words, but I could somehow feel it in the music.”

Now Yena wants to help other musicians intercede for audiences in the same way. She’s learned that, more than performance, rehearsal is the space where she is most excited to minister: “I enjoy the rehearsal more than the performance itself. I like the arguing and communicating with other people about the music itself; you get to experience other people’s imaginations.”

In her sunlit apartment, Yena still practices the cello. While there are days she leaves it in the case out of frustration, she has found a renewed commitment to the instrument. One day she hopes to be a music professor, but in the meantime, she’s preparing for a performance with members of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. “The best way for me to understand God is through this cello; it’s an instrument that opens up to the order of creation. It’s helped me find my voice, and I want to help others find theirs, too.”
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Who am I? Where do I fit? What difference do I make?

As in previous eras, today’s young people navigate these three key developmental questions.

The first is a question about identity. The second is a question of belonging. The third is a question of purpose. While questions of identity, belonging, and purpose cut across all life stages, young people feel them particularly intensely. Sadly, today’s young people often adopt unsatisfactory responses to these questions—responses that leave them both disillusioned and disappointed. The time it takes today’s young people to navigate these three quests is often different than previous generations. On one hand, their journey toward adulthood has sped up. On the other hand, it has slowed down. Way down. Young people are older when they turn the corners of identity, belonging, and purpose (such as first marriage, childbearing, and long-term career) typically equated with full adulthood. At Fuller and elsewhere, the term “emerging adults” is now used to describe 18- to 26-year-olds who no longer consider themselves adolescents but have yet to see themselves as adults. In this theology section, our new Youth, Family, and Culture faculty member Steven Argue tackles some of the questions you may have had in your own family or church related to the twentysomething things around you.
Against the backdrop of these challenges, the good news—the gospel-sized news—is that the person and message of Jesus Christ offer compelling and lasting responses to these questions. Our longing for identity, belonging, and purpose are best fulfilled through the unmerited grace of God through Jesus Christ, the unconditional love of community, and the unparalleled purpose of kingdom mission.

Today’s young people grapple with these questions and their fulfillment in unprecedented ways through the mediation of digital technology and in the context of an increasingly multiethnic culture. We’ve drawn from the expertise of Fuller alumni Art Bamford and Marcos Canales to explore some of the implications of these new and complex realities.

As we have seen in our last six years of Sticky Faith work, and as we observe in the classroom and in conversations every day, congregations and families are eager for a deeper theology and a wider set of tools to help them journey with teenagers and emerging adults. The articles in this theology section of FULLER magazine will help you do the same by drawing from the cross-disciplinary field of practical theology to apply thoughtful integrative scholarship to everyday questions. It’s precisely this type of approach to theology that inspired the commissioning of the Fuller Youth Institute more than a decade ago, and we’re thrilled to share some of that fruit in the pages ahead. We hope it will spark fruitful dialogue in your home, church, counseling office, or local coffee shop. And we especially hope that dialogue will include the voices of young people themselves.
GROWING YOUNG

Kara Powell, Jake Mulder, Brad Griffin

College degree freshly in hand, Alexis moved from the Midwest to Washington, DC, convinced she was going to change the world. Like so many young professionals, she was drawn to our nation’s capital by its high concentration of nonprofit organizations and the chance to influence national and global policy.

“Doing good” was at the top of her to-do list.

Finding a church was not.

During Alexis’s first weekend in town, she heard music coming from a festival in a nearby park and decided to check it out. She strolled through the grass, thrilled to find dozens of community organizations offering opportunities to make a difference.

Alexis was particularly drawn to a simple table with a large banner that read, “Foster the City.” “Foster the City’s aim,” the two young adult volunteers shared, “is to reverse the foster care wait list in our city. We’re going to line up more families who want to adopt than the hundreds in DC’s foster care system who need a home. It’s a huge problem and a huge goal, but we’ve been making steady progress.”

Alexis was ready to sign up and help however she could. She wasn’t in a position to adopt, but she was willing to donate and share the need with others. As the three continued their conversation, Alexis eventually learned that these volunteers weren’t just part of a nonprofit organization—they were part of a church: The District Church, led by Fuller grads Aaron Graham (DMiss ’13) and Justin Fung (MA ’09).

This new church plant lived to be “a church for the city”—that was actually their motto. The congregation coordinated not only Foster the City in DC but also several other social justice initiatives in the surrounding neighborhoods. The more Alexis asked about the activities and overall spirit of the church, the more she felt like this was a church she could imagine joining. While finding a church was nowhere on Alexis’s list initially, The District Church leaped to the top because of how it incarnated Jesus in its community.

One year later, as the Fuller Youth Institute’s research team visited her church, Alexis was deeply involved as a worship leader and small group member. When asked what she loved about her congregation, Alexis reiterated its involvement in the community. “I love that I met these people at a festival,” she said. “I didn’t need to be looking for Jesus or a church to find them. They were out there doing their thing as opposed to a lot of churches that try to get you to come to their events in the church building.”

The church’s primary focus at the festival was not to promote their Sunday service but to make their city a better place. Alexis continued, “Everyone in our city wants to change the world, but this church makes that tangible in a manner I have never seen before in a church. It teaches you how to apply your faith to the culture so you can interact with the world as God intends.”

The District Church sacrifices neither depth nor theology as it positively engages with culture and makes a difference in the world. Alexis is hooked, and so are hundreds of young professionals and adults. Like many others in our recent study, this church carries out its life and ministry in a way that speaks to young people.

THE DISCOURAGING NEWS ABOUT CHURCHES IN AMERICA
You may have heard some bad news about the church in America. The truth is that most...
churches are not growing, and they aren’t getting any younger.

According to an extensive survey by the Pew Research Center, the share of adults in the United States who identify as Christians fell from 78 to 71 percent between 2007 and 2014. The corresponding increase in those who identify as “religiously unaffiliated” (meaning atheist, agnostic, or “nothing in particular”) jumped by almost seven points, from just over 16 to 23 percent. The more our research team explored, we also discovered that no major Christian tradition is growing in the United States today.

What’s more, churches tend to skew old. While young adults ages 18–29 make up 17 percent of the US adult population, they represent less than 10 percent of churchgoers.

The data is clear that shrinking and aging are the default for most American congregations today. But that’s not the way it has to be. And it’s not happening in every church. Four years ago, we set out to learn from churches that were bucking this trend.

FULLER’S RESEARCH ON “BRIGHT SPOT” CHURCHES
The team at the Fuller Youth Institute spent the past four years studying The District Church and over 250 other congregations of diverse sizes, ethnicities, and geographic regions that are unlocking the potential of teenagers and emerging adults.

Using an exemplar research method, these evangelical, mainline, Roman Catholic, and nondenominational churches were identified by 35 nominators and subsequently narrowed down in three stages of research. It’s been one of the largest and most collaborative studies ever conducted on the topic, involving over 20 denominations, 25 expert advisors, 1,500 research participants, and 10,000 hours of staff research time. Nearly 30 interdisciplinary Fuller faculty members participated in the project in some way, along with over 45 Fuller student and alumni research assistants from all three of Fuller’s schools.

Through this study our team has discovered the shared core commitments of congregations that are not aging and shrinking, but are growing, and growing young. (See ChurchesGrowingYoung.org for more details regarding these six core commitments and other research findings.) Like us, you might be surprised not only by what these churches have done, but also by what they haven’t done. In fact, they’re busting some of the greatest myths commonly held as essential to reaching young people.

A FEW SURPRISES ABOUT WHAT CHURCHES DON’T NEED TO GROW YOUNG
When you hear about a church like District, you might assume this kind of growth is reserved for newer church plants and young hip leaders. While some churches in our study held this profile, the vast majority did not. According to our research, there’s a list of surprising factors we didn’t find common among churches in our study that engage young people well. Here are a few of them:

A precise size. While we all know leaders who advocate for small churches or large ones, we saw no statistical relationship between church size (or budget size) and effectiveness.

An exact age. We learned just as much and recorded just as much life change in churches over a century old as in churches barely five years old. When it comes to churches that grow young, there is no age discrimination.

A particular denomination. When we started our study, we wondered if the churches that rose to the top would skew toward particular denominational or nondenominational leanings. While it’s true that some denominations are shrinking or aging faster than average, God is working in a stunning variety of churches.

A “contemporary” worship service. It’s not that worship style is unimportant; it’s that there is no one “right” worship style for teenagers and emerging adults. While the churches we visited were likely to prefer modern worship in some or all of their worship contexts, they didn’t depend on that alone as a magnet to draw young people.

A big, modern building. Some of the congregations that are most effective with young people have new, state-of-the-art facilities. However, the majority of the churches we studied gather in decent but not spectacular spaces. Some don’t own their facilities and are creatively meeting in local schools, community centers, and living rooms. For teenagers and young adults, feeling at home transcends any building.

Reflecting on the factors that are not necessary in churches that engage young people well, our team was encouraged by the fact that most any church can better engage young people. The shifts that are needed to do so are not quick and easy, but our research does help shed light on the best places to focus time and energy.

A COMPELLING VISION TO BE THE BEST NEIGHBORS
The story of The District Church highlights one of those important shifts in congregation-al culture, which is that churches growing young strive to be the best neighbors, both locally and globally. They wisely maintain a delicate balance as they interact with our
culture and world. On the one hand, they do not simply mimic the surrounding culture, indiscriminately patterning their lives and activities after what they see around them. On the other hand, they are not so different or separate from the world that they lose their ability to relate.

Instead, these churches recognize the careful dance that values both fidelity to Scripture’s commands for holiness as well as knowing and graciously loving their neighbors. This dance affects how they serve, pursue justice, help teenagers and emerging adults find their calling, interact with popular culture, and respond to heated cultural issues. Much more than developing detailed policies or releasing theological position papers, these churches train and infuse their young people with an integrated discipleship that enables them to thrive in our complex world.

A number of young adults from The District Church explained that in the often-polarized culture of DC, they’ve learned that as Christians they need to earn the right to be heard before assuming others will want to listen. We continued to hear this theme from young people in other churches, often referencing Jesus’ teaching on what it means to be a neighbor. Consistently demonstrated in both our statistical data and experience on the ground, eventually we began to identify this desire among exemplary churches as “being the best neighbors.” Over time it became clear that this characteristic is part of a cluster of commitments held in common by churches growing young.

As you might expect, we found that offering young people a thoughtful path to neighboring well is anything but easy, even in exemplary churches. When leaders in our study identified the biggest challenges their church faces in ministering to teenagers and emerging adults, one out of three named challenges navigating culture. The most frequently named cultural obstacles include the difficulty of keeping their church relevant and the pressure on young people to conform to popular cultural norms.

In the midst of these struggles, young people often lead the way forward. When interview participants in our study were asked what makes their church effective with young people, nearly 60 percent named service practices, missional practices, or generally being outward oriented. Further, when we posed the question “What is a practice in your congregation that indicates commitment from or growth in young people?” to leaders, nearly 70 percent named ways young people serve.

MORE CONVERSATIONS, FEWER IMMEDIATE CONCLUSIONS

While the path to neighboring well is not always clear, teenagers and emerging adults consistently described how much they care about their church’s process or journey for arriving at particular beliefs, positions, and statements. Especially when it comes to heated cultural issues like politics, interreligious dialogue, or homosexuality, a church’s predetermined agenda can become hard for young people to stomach. When churches seem closed to dialogue, young people often look elsewhere for more palatable conversations about issues that matter most to them.

While the churches in our study that neighbor well are anything but theological lightweights, they often demonstrate a generous spirit in the face of differing opinions. When interview participants describe their church, they are eight times more likely to mention the diversity of beliefs in their church than the similarities.
No matter where churches growing young fall on the theological spectrum, they place emphasis on essential beliefs that can be shared rather than exaggerating various differences. In this way, those both inside and outside the church whose convictions do not match the church’s feel welcome to join the conversation.

Throughout our study we heard from several young people who do not completely align with their church’s stance on one or more controversial issues, but nevertheless remain part of the church because they respect the process by which decisions are made. One 18-year-old from Minnesota shared, “We talk about the big social issues . . . we definitely engage those. But we don’t tell people what to think about them. And that is what I really love. I have never felt awkward asking one of the leaders, ‘What do you think about this?’ because I know they’re not going to tell me exactly what to think. Instead, they engage me in conversation. And then through that, we can derive together the ways that we should live out our beliefs.”

Respecting the journey seems particularly vital when navigating one of the most fiercely contested topics in US churches today: sexual identity and gay marriage. While the churches in our study landed on all sides of these complex issues, they were united in their commitment to informed, respectful, and thoughtful dialogue. For example, one church began every discussion on same-sex questions with a reminder of every person’s common need for the grace of God. Another church publicly asked forgiveness from the same-sex community for their past quick judgments and lack of grace, emphasizing the God who is bigger than any conflict or debate.

Furthermore, leaders of churches that neighbor well are sensitive to making a decision, or taking a particular theological stance, that is perceived as shutting down discussion. Rather than make decisions in a leadership vacuum, they recognize the tensions that swirl around these issues, especially for young people who may interact every day with those who identify as LGBTQ, or who may identify as having LGBTQ tendencies or attraction themselves. These church leaders avoid making blanket statements and instead try to honor all people involved as created in God’s image. They make space for safe and honest dialogue so that everyone—both young and old—can share their questions, beliefs, and experiences.

As Graham shares, living out the church’s motto “for the city” must be a holistic effort. The church routinely asks questions like Do we know our neighbors? and Are we aware of what’s happening in our neighborhoods? They wonder what their “shalom index” looks like—the tangible impact of the church on the city’s crime rate, church attendance, and other measures of well being. According to District leadership, an ideal proof of their effectiveness would be a headline in the Washington Post that reads, “Churches in DC Unite to Solve the Foster Care Crisis.”

**WHY CHURCH?**

Many young people are finding that kind of vision worth joining. In light of rapid and complex cultural shifts, both our research and our experience reveal that an increasing number of young people today are asking, “Why should I go to church?” They lament that it feels increasingly irrelevant, unwilling to change, and perhaps even distant from what Jesus intended. Like Alexis, many of these young people initially conclude that if they really want to make a difference in the
world, their time may be best spent elsewhere. But The District Church and hundreds of other congregations nationwide hope to turn this tide and offer a compelling vision for what a vibrant, transformative faith community can be and do.

On the final day of our weekend visit to The District Church, Aaron Graham delivered a passionate sermon entitled “Why Church?” In it, he recounted why their church was founded and what it means to be a church “for the city.” While the big lie that many in DC believe is that they can change the world on their own, Graham argued that changing the world is best attempted through the defining, sustainable, Spirit-empowered work of a community of believers.

Based on the nodding heads of Alexis and hundreds of other young adults in the congregation, it felt like he had struck a chord.

We’re inclined to agree.

ENDNOTES
3. Adults ages 18–29 comprise 16.7 percent of the adult population according to a report from 2015 statistics released by the United States Census Bureau, “Annual estimates of the resident population by single year of age and sex for the United States: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015” [data file]; retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.
4. The first stage of research consisted of quantitative online surveys of pastors and youth/young adult leaders, followed by a second stage of structured quantitative and qualitative phone interviews with parishioners, and concluding with a third stage of church site visits that utilized ethnographic research methods. Special thanks to Chap Clark, Scott Cormode, Cameron Lee, and Jim Furrow for their expertise as senior research advisors throughout the project.
As a first-generation Latino pastor who migrated to the United States from Costa Rica, I have found in Latino ministry one of my deepest pastoral concerns and theological reflections: the identity formation of our Latino youth as both Latinos and followers of Jesus Christ. I find solace in the fact that other immigrant communities and churches struggle with similar questions. Here I offer my “latinidad” as a conversation partner with other leaders committed to ministering with this generation of ethnic minority youth. The following observations stem from specific dynamics within the Latina reality, with the hope that they may mirror common themes present in the context of other ethnic groups.

As Latino and other minority young people wrestle with their identity, leaders can best journey alongside them by helping them navigate a hyphenated reality, creating shared spaces for storytelling, and naming systemic factors that impact their lives. In honoring the interplay of these three elements, a church community can be part of enabling a young person to know how he or she is made in God’s image and how to serve as an agent of God’s kingdom.

**Navigating a Hyphenated Reality**

No single category is capable of describing the complexities of identity formation for those who belong to an ethnic subgroup. In my experience working among Latino young people, they often find themselves caught between the message of the dominant culture, which promotes the self as a free agent (independent, autonomous, and private), and a more fluid, interdependent, relational, and embedded self defined by relationships and contexts. This experience also resonates with other ethnic minority youth, embodying this binary tension in what is often described as “living in the hyphen.” Whether that hyphen is Mexican-American, Korean-American, Thai-American, or Cuban-American, this expression attempts to capture the challenge of forming an identity that experiences the continual conflict between the values of individualism and collectivism, assimilation and acculturation, and dominant and ethnic culture. Thus an ethnic minority youth may experience the distress of not fully fitting in either context and having to face the daunting task of navigating the norms, verbal and nonverbal communication, relational structures, and even entertainment preferences of both contexts.

At the same time, this constant navigation is also seen as an asset, since ethnic minority youth develop a higher level of “code-switching”: a skill necessary to move among multiple worlds, conversations, tasks, and languages. Hyphenated ethnic terms like “Asian-American” convey this expressed need: both cultures and worldviews are operating and influencing the way an ethnic minority youth acts and lives in this world.

My pastoral experience has shown me that bilingual ministries often embody this hyphenated reality. The use of both Spanish and English within a worship setting conveys the reality that Latino youth inhabit every day at home. Alma, one of our emerging Latina leaders, recently pointed out, “There are just certain things that I need to tell to God in Spanish; I must use Spanish. At other points in the service, English is the language that best allows me to connect with God.” Alma’s identity formation process can be embraced in the space between both languages. A bilingual gathering facilitates worship expressions that invite young people like Alma to connect to God without having to suppress one language in service to another.

Marcos Canales (MDiv ’12), originally from Costa Rica, also grew up in Peru, Ecuador, and Paraguay as the son of Peruvian Nazarene missionaries. He has been church planting among the Latina community of the greater Los Angeles area for the last ten years. During this time, he has worked with nonprofit community organizations in the areas of urban youth development, mentorship, and immigration advocacy. Currently, Canales is the pastor of La Fuente Ministries, a bilingual, intercultural, and intergenerational ministry of Pasadena First Church of the Nazarene.
CREATING SHARED SPACES FOR STORYTELLING

The importance of storytelling for ethnic minority youth came to life for me in a new way recently. Our congregation practices a monthly rhythm of gathering in homes, bringing dishes to share in a meal, and listening to one member share his or her story. We call this *convivio*, from the word *convivencia*, which means living with and being mutually transformed by one another. During one of my congregation’s *convivios*, I asked Nelson, a 15-year-old Mexican-American youth, to share his story with the gathering. Nelson told us his mother's story of immigration and deportation from the United States; the doctor’s diagnosis of encephalitis upon his birth; and his grandmother’s fervent and answered prayer for his healing. He then proceeded to thank God for God’s intervening grace and physical healing while at the same time bringing before God the recurring question, “How long before I am reunited with my mom?”

The congregation responded to Nelson’s story by reflecting back to him the specific ways they have witnessed God’s healing power in Nelson’s life, and came to share Nelson’s deepest longing to be united with his mom despite his undocumented status. After a time of prayer and affirmation for the gift that Nelson is to our community, he commented, “This is weird! Now you know all my secrets. You’re like family now!” The congregation needed to hear and witness his story, and Nelson needed to process, explain, and make meaning of his story in the midst of his community. Nelson would later tell me that on that day he felt affirmed, both as a Latino and as a follower of Christ. He did not need to hide the “shameful” parts of his story, but rather he began to realize that those were the places where God’s love was amplified.

A congregation that fosters safe spaces for young people to share their own or their families’ stories of immigration, oppression, and/or violence both in the youth group setting as well as with the entire congregation deeply impacts a young person’s identity formation process. The young person is not left to make meaning of his or her complex experiences alone, but is helped by the community to bring together what otherwise may seem like fragmented parts of the young person’s identity. This means that a church committed to God’s mission within and alongside ethnic minority youth must reconsider which narratives are being overlooked. At the same time, it must be ready to come alongside the young person to help him or her recognize and identify how God has intervened and been present in that young person’s familial and cultural story.

Helping young people tell their stories may take the form of intentionally accompanying a student as he or she creates an ethnic/cultural autobiography through music, art, poetry, an essay, dance, film, or an alternative hands-on project. Ethnic minority youth, beyond their earnest desire for recognition and popularity in social media, long to be listened to, affirmed, and encouraged by a community that gives witness to their unique development as children of God. Beyond the “likes,” “comments,” or the number of “followers” they may have on social media, a person’s journey is always best explored, understood, and celebrated in face-to-face interactions in the life of a redemptive community: the church.

NAMING SYSTEMIC FACTORS

Another element that adds to the complexity of identity formation for ethnic minority youth is the reality of systems. Ministry at and within the margins must be, valuing their unique gifts for the church and the world?”

“Theone of the delights of my life is spending time with the children of immigrants, who tend to be young people raised with more than one cultural lens. They have this wonderful capacity to see in more complex ways and can draw on the richness of more than one culture. If they can learn to navigate the tensions of multiple views, it becomes such a gift in their lives and in our churches. These young people are the future of our multicultural world. God’s agents in the transformation of our communities and cities. One of the questions we love asking at Fuller is, How do we help them be all they can be, valuing their unique gifts for the church and the world?”

Judith (“Jude”) Tiersma Watson is associate professor of urban mission in Fuller’s School of Intercultural Studies.

“For me, a bilingual and transnational emerging adult, identity and its role in faith is a daily question. I love God and the church, but straddling multiple cultures and ideologies has led to more questions than answers. As a 1.5-generation Latina, I am excited to see the faith lived out in my abuelitos and parents become the rich soil my generation needs to grow in the changing landscape of our time. But my generation also needs the church to rethink an ecclesiology where multilingual and multicultural young people actually fit.”

Jennifer Guerra Aldana is a Fuller MDiv student, associate pastor, and new member of the Fuller Youth Institute team. Read her story on page 12.
THE POWER OF TOGETHER: A CASE STUDY OF THE IMMIGRANT CHURCH

What does attending an immigrant church as a second-generation youth look like? Often it means not knowing what to say to adults and sitting in services you may barely understand, followed by eating a good deal of food that you do know very well. You grow up with a sense that church is both like home and very foreign all at the same time. You are one of the people, but also an outsider. You are in a constant liminal space, existing between two worlds.

For first-generation immigrants who are ethnic minorities, the immigrant church experience is vastly different. Church is more than a space of worship and spiritual experience; often it is a safe haven for those enduring the harsh realities of life as a minority. It is a place where people who feel like strangers in a new country find solace in others like them—a place to validate their personhood when experiencing oppression and marginalization. It is familiar, it is family, and it is home.

The question then becomes, How can these two very different generations exist as one in the immigrant church setting? Faced with research showing that young people often leave their congregations and faith after high school, how does the

name the systems that interact and intersect with a young person’s understanding of self in relation to his or her community. As Elizabeth Conde-Frazier explains, the “ecological approach to the spiritual formation of youth” becomes crucial in identifying the social structures and networks that form and support the development of Latino/a adolescents. She describes a series of concentric circles, beginning with the young person in the center, moving out to the family, a local faith community, a local civic community, and culture. The role of a local faith community as it engages in all surrounding circles provides a tremendous impact upon the life of the young person so that both life-nurturing as well as life-pressing systems are named, explored, and when necessary, condemned as countering the kingdom of God. Educational, policing, and economic systems in a community that tend to exclude our young people based on their color of skin, socioeconomic status, or zip code must be named as contrary to the gospel of Jesus Christ.

On the other hand, rites of passage—such as quinceañeras, local art, music and dance—as well as alternative economic support systems must be acknowledged as resonating with God’s heart for well being and justice. For example, I recall celebrating God’s provision after the fundraising efforts of the Barragan family as they sold homemade tacos to neighbors and friends for the funeral expenses of a family member in Mexico. Yet as we envision rites of passage that reflect God’s heart for justice, we must recognize and understand the impact that systemic factors have on our youth and their families before setting up programs that we assume will most impact their identity formation. We first need to take time to discern the spaces where the majority of their lives happen and where they are being formed and impacted as humans.

A practical step stemming from this observation is that leaders can drive, walk, or bike through the neighborhood alongside an ethnic minority youth so that the leader can see a community through a young person’s eyes and process together what they observe. It is extremely important to know where young people and their respective families live, play, shop, eat, and conduct business, for this is where they are being shaped the most in the intersection of various systems. During my first pastorate, I asked Mario, an 18-year-old former gang member, to take me to the most important part of the city. He took me to the swap meet. This particular swap meet embodied an alternative economic system within the city while also hosting entire family outings and recreational spaces. Ministering in this community with Latino youth taught me to always ask the question, “Where do families gather when they are not working?”

What are the informal gathering places for our youth and their respective families that speak to their systemic realities?” Leaders working with ethnic minority youth must take the time to understand these often invisible forces so they can help young people navigate them more explicitly as part of their identity formation process as children of God.

This discussion of a hyphenated reality, shared spaces for storytelling, and the naming of systems provides just an initial introduction into the factors influencing the formation process of ethnic minority youth. But these factors can serve as helpful front doors through which to enter into a young person’s reality and begin walking alongside him or her on this journey. As the United States continues to move toward an increasingly multicultural society, the fostering of identity formation among ethnic minority youth will be an imperative for the church.

As a Latino pastor, I am aware that it is
immigrant church create an environment of warmth and welcome that becomes a home for all generations.

The immigrant church is ultimately a mission field. It is a church in which two different cultures and languages converge together to make a third culture—a community of believers. A great deal of reconciliation may need to happen for all generations to dwell together as the family of God. Ultimately, this leads the immigrant church community to the cross as the source for not only personal but also communal reconciliation. Reconciliation helps us transcend our differences and remember we are children of God—worshiping, serving, and living together peacefully so that the world may know Jesus’ love.

Miroslaf Volf reminds us, “[N]o culture can retain its own tribal deities; religion must be de-ethnicized so that ethnicity can be de-sacralized. Paul deprived each culture of ultimacy in order to give them all legitimacy in the wider family of cultures.” The first generation in an immigrant church can no longer hold onto the mindset that their culture, heritage, language, or way of doing things is the right and best way. On the flip side, the second generation must embrace those who are marginalized and oppressed, often represented in their parents’ generation.

The church of Ephesus in Paul’s day did not create two separate churches but rather, through both conflict and reconciliation, figured out how to be a *household of God* together for the *missio Dei*, the mission of God on earth. If the immigrant church is to thrive when it comes to engaging the next generation, then all generations must join together—to speak each other’s languages, live in each other’s cultures, and welcome one another with warmth. We must figure out how to embody the holistic fellowship Scripture commands. In this mindset of togetherness, the immigrant church will live out its call for the *missio Dei* not just for other immigrants, but for the entire world.

**Irene Cho serves as program manager for the Fuller Youth Institute and is a PhD student in Fuller’s School of Intercultural Studies. At FYI she is the point person for the Urban Youth Ministry Certificate program, event planning, and FYI systems overall. She brings to her role 23 years of service in youth ministry.**
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crucial for our congregation to affirm our emerging leaders’ bilingual identity and bicultural gifts so they are able to minister not just within the Latina church, but also beyond it. I love dreaming with young people, their parents, and the rest of the congregation not just about how our youth can understand their bicultural world, but also how they can help shape it.

**ENDNOTES**

1. Throughout this work, I use the terms “Latino” and “Latina” interchangeably. I acknowledge, along with Juan Martínez, that Spanish is a gender-specific language and that the problem of gender inclusivity is not solved by this choice. However, unless otherwise noted as female or male, “Latino” and “Latina” will be used to refer to all people of Latin American descent. See Juan Francisco Martínez Jr., *Los Protestantes: An Introduction to Latino Protestantism in the United States* (Santa Barbara, CA: Praeger, 2011), Kindle loc. 63–64.

2. “Latinidad” describes a subjective account of what it means to be Latino in a particular context. Thus “latinidad” varies in its expression according to a person’s country of origin, culture, and language.

3. For the sake of this work, I choose the term “ethnic minority youth” as a way to broaden the conversation out of the particularity of my Latino context and experience. I recognize that I cannot speak on behalf of all other ethnic minorities (or all Latinos for that matter), but I hope that these reflections shed light on some of the complexities found in the process of identity formation for young people acquainted with marginalized experiences.


5. All names have been changed to protect confidentiality.

6. Mark Lau Branson and Juan Francisco Martínez, *Churches, Cultures & Leadership: A Practical Theology of Congregations and Ethnicities* (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2011), 17–18. This book models the kinds of questions that need to be formulated in order for ethnic minority youth to grasp and share their own stories.


8. Ibid.

9. Ibid., 230–32. Elizabeth Conde-Frazier contributes an excellent Christian discernment model for the integration of Latina/o moral youth development and social conscience and action. Based on educator David White’s four movements of discernment for social action, listening, understanding, remembering and dreaming, and acting become the ongoing work of naming the systems in the social fabric of ethnic minority youth.
Millions of youth devote a substantial amount of their childhood to sports. Undoubtedly, spending this much time in any activity will impact their lives. The common adage “sports produces character” captures the prominent reason children, teenagers, and young adults are encouraged to participate in sports: an assumption that the lessons learned in sports will equate to success in life. However, research on the impact of sports participation is mixed, with some showing negative effects on youth development. Although sports can shape the lives of teenagers in powerful ways, these findings challenge the notion that sports automatically lead to positive youth outcomes, particularly a healthy identity and emotional development. Given that youth are spending so much time in sports and parents are spending so much effort and money to have their kids in sports, why not have young people’s experiences in sports be as formative as possible? This article discusses important developmental processes during adolescence that are relevant to sports and highlights some research-informed approaches to help parents and caring adults engage with youth playing sports.

ADOLESCENCE: A SEASON OF IDENTITY FORMATION
The profound physical, cognitive, and social changes associated with adolescence create an active time for identity formation when adolescents are seeking a more coherent understanding of self. Adolescents also experience emotions more strongly and have greater difficulty regulating these emotions due, in part, to changes in the brain during this developmental period. They also make advances in abstract thinking that allow them to become aware of their own thought processes (i.e., metacognition). The positive side of this advancement is the increased ability to think about the world in more complex ways and integrate meaningful narratives into their self-identity.

However, this newfound ability can also enhance self-focus, as adolescents tend to create ideals and make social comparisons to see how they measure up against others. They can observe directly—and also indirectly, through social media—the “perfect world” of other teenagers. This comparison is no longer restricted by geography but extends to an endless possibility of virtual comparisons across the world. Identity formation and the ability to manage emotional responses not only are internal processes, but also are embedded in social relationships. Children and adolescents are continuously being formed by their interactions within their developmental context.

THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IMPACT OF YOUTH SPORTS ON IDENTITY FORMATION
So how do these changes relate to sport? Sports provide a powerful network of relationships and opportunities for promoting positive identity formation and strengthening emotion-regulation skills. Unfortunately, most adults in the world of sports have also witnessed the devastation that can occur when youth sport focuses on “winning at all costs.” One consequence of this approach is that young people begin to derive their value as human beings from their athletic performance. A young athlete quickly recognizes that affirmation comes along with winning. The media actively reinforces the message that self-worth is based in performance, and adolescents are especially vulnerable to the allure of self-importance that can accompany winning. It is the natural trajectory of a gifted adolescent to form a central part of their identity around being an athlete and, more specifically, how they perform in their sport. Coupled with the heightened sensitivity and difficulty regulating emotionality, this
can lead to a performance-based identity that can undermine the emotional health of youth and ultimately prevent young athletes from performing at their best. Even more, a performance-based identity is often celebrated in our culture and reinforced by adults within the young athlete’s developmental context.

In a recent *Sports Illustrated* article, the most decorated Olympian of all time, Michael Phelps, reflected on his time in a rehabilitation center as a result of a DUI. Phelps summed up sports’ tendency towards performance-based identity: “I wound up uncovering a lot of things about myself. For a long time I saw myself as the athlete that I was, but not as a human being.”

This young man has lived out the athlete’s fantasy: standing on the Olympic medal platform an astounding 28 times—23 of those for a gold medal! However, his self-worth based in athletic performance did not provide fulfillment or connect him to something stable. Any high achiever with a performance-based identity risks feeling devastated when they fall short of their goals; or having actually realized their dream, finding it empty. This does not minimize the value for young people in striving for excellence, but it does challenge caring adults in highly competitive contexts to invest in youth identity formation beyond just performance. This is especially important during adolescence because coherent self-narratives are being constructed based on interactions with the environment.

**ADULTS DRIVE PERFORMANCE-BASED IDENTITY HOME**

André Agassi, the great tennis player, reflects on his first loss at the young age of seven years old: “After years of hearing my father rant at my flaws, one loss has caused me to take up his rant. I have internalized his father—his impatience, his perfectionism, his rage—until his voice doesn’t just feel like my own, it is my own. I no longer need my father to torture me. From this day on, I can do it by myself.”

Agassi puts words to what is often an unconscious process for high achievers who internalize the voice of an adult that leaves them seeking a sense of worthiness in some future result. Though it may sound extreme, Agassi’s description of his interaction with his father is more common than people would like to admit. Furthermore, even subtler reactions to teenage athletes can also result in negative impact. Consider, for example, a parent’s immediate response to a disappointing performance as a child walks off the soccer field or a youth worker’s seemingly harmless announcement of a track star’s winning performance when other members of the group were also in the race. Although one event or experience is not likely to lead to a performance-based identity, repeated interactions across time promote a mindset that links love and acceptance to performance. It is not that competition is bad or evaluation of performance should be avoided (e.g., participation ribbons for all competitors). In fact, athletic competition provides a context for youth to learn the important skill of dealing with failure that strengthens resilience. The problem arises from youth viewing the result of the competition as the purpose of their existence and the main avenue to earn love. Adolescents with a performance-based identity lose the joy that attracted them to sports and replace it with a fear of disappointing others and need to protect their self-worth.

Research suggests incongruence between the reports of parents and adolescents regarding support and pressure to perform. Adolescents, especially boys, report feeling much higher levels of pressure from parents than parents are aware of. Moreover, parents often underestimate the emotional experience of losing for adolescents, while adolescents overestimate the level of disappointment from a parent. This discrepancy highlights the developmental changes discussed, particularly a heightened sensitivity to perceived social rejection and emotional situations. It points to the importance of intentional communication about performance and identity. Parents or caring adults may feel they are being supportive; the adolescent, however, may be experiencing and responding to a different perception (see “10 Warning Signs,” below).

**HOW ADULTS CAN HELP TEEN ATHLETES MOVE FROM PERFORMANCE TO PURPOSE**

To counter a performance-based identity, adolescents need continual reminders of their human value rooted in unconditional love and connected to their unique purpose. Parents and caring adults of faith have the opportunity to point young athletes to God’s unconditional love that is not based on human performance but is a result of being God’s creation. Youth thrive in emotional climates where they feel loved and accepted while receiving clearly communicated expectations. A sense of identity grounded in feeling loved and based in purpose (i.e., a purpose-based identity) empowers youth to act on their gifts in healthy ways. Purpose is something meaningful to the person that is a central, self-organizing life aim leading to a positive contribution to society. Adolescents’ search to belong and feel accepted provides a tremendous window of opportunity for connecting young people to purpose. Perpetual reinforcement of purpose creates a transcendent self-narrative that moves adolescents to a broader view of self and to gain a sense of purpose.

**10 WARNING SIGNS OF PERFORMANCE-BASED IDENTITY**

- **Sports are not fun anymore.**
- **Fear of failure is stronger than the excitement to compete.**
- **Anxiety increases before competition (including sleep disruption).**
- **Bouncing back from a disappointing performance is difficult.**
- **The teenager desires to quit or finds excuses not to compete.**
- **Self-descriptions only relate to being an athlete.**
- **The teenager has feelings of worthlessness when not performing well.**
- **The teenager ruminates on mistakes made in competition.**
- **Jealousy or anger is demonstrated towards others performing better.**
- **An obsession develops with working harder or practicing more.**
of connection to something greater." For the young athlete with a purpose-based identity, competition is not a determiner of self-worth but an opportunity for growth and something to be enjoyed. Further, sports are seen as meaningful not just because of the joy experienced but also because of the productive engagement with others. As a result, the young athlete is able to experience the freedom to strive for excellence and maximize their potential on and off the athletic field.

Certainly Christian teachings provide a powerful framing for young people to understand self-worth rooted in God’s unconditional love and purpose. However, the integration of one’s faith in the context of sport can be difficult under conditions of a performance-based identity. Young athletes can perceive that their value to God requires success in sports in order to have a pedestal for evangelism or to “bring glory to God’s name.” This also has negative ramifications as the fear of disappointing others is extended to God. An alternative is to view participation in sports as a gift from God that reflects God’s unchanging love for the athlete and provides a source of joy and an opportunity to serve others. Thus, sports are another way to experience God’s love and pleasure and connect to something greater than self.

So are sports healthy for youth? It depends on their relationships with caring adults. But the good news is that it’s possible to help teen athletes move from performance to purpose.

ENDNOTES

10. Ibid.
Life in the city can be full of joy and opportunity. Yet it can also offer increased exposure to poverty, tragedy, and loss. As an African American woman born and raised in the city, much of my interest in urban ministry comes from my experiences as a native of Detroit. As a doctoral student in clinical psychology, I have been privileged to focus some of my research on work among urban youth ministry workers in the Los Angeles metro area as part of a research project completed by Associate Professor of Psychology Cynthia Eriksson and the Headington Program Research Lab at Fuller, in partnership with the Fuller Youth Institute and funded by the Tyndale House Foundation. Specifically, my research has focused on understanding how urban youth ministry workers relate with God after they have experienced a traumatic event or severe life stressor. The results of this study have been eye opening, and they have implications for urban youth ministry workers, partners, and urban young people themselves.

In 2011, I was part of a research team that set out to study how major life crises impacted urban youth ministry workers’ relationships with God. Our team interviewed men and women who had been involved in ministry for an average of 10 years. These participants self-identified as black, white, Latino, and multiracial. The project explored two primary questions: (1) How do incredibly difficult experiences impact one’s relationship with God when one is involved in urban ministry? and (2) What racial/ethnic group differences exist?

The project’s findings were revealing. We discovered that our research participants related with God in a variety of ways following their crisis experiences. During our interviews, all of the subjects talked about times in which relating to God felt very difficult after their crisis, and different ways that these experiences impacted them. Some of the most difficult experiences with God that urban workers described included feeling “distant” from God, “angry” toward God, and “confused” about why God allowed the situation to happen. Some of the most positive spiritual experiences included feeling “intimately connected” with God, maintaining “trust” in God in spite of the hardship, being “prayerful,” and finding hope as they remembered that the call to ministry was a part of “joining” God in what he is doing here on earth.

One of the most interesting discoveries was that, in general, even when urban youth leaders noted that they felt angry, distant, confused, or experienced tension with God, they reflected a sense of openness to maintaining engagement with God in the midst of all of their uncertainty and frustration. In other words, during the interview, these participants felt comfortable reporting significant difficulty in their relationship with God but also expressed a willingness to remain engaged with God in the midst of the situation.

However, this wasn’t true for everyone. It is important to note that some participants also indicated that their experiences of anger following their crisis were so distressing that they felt unable to remain engaged with God or with certain spiritual disciplines (e.g., praying or attending church) for a period of time. Although only a small percentage of urban youth leaders indicated experiencing such deep feelings of disconnection with God and/or the Christian community around them, it is noteworthy that sometimes experiences of crisis are so intense that experiencing distance from God—or

Christin J. Fort (MA ’13) is a sixth-year PhD student in Fuller’s Graduate School of Psychology. Her clinical interests include working with people of faith as they process the impact of difficult life experiences on their relationships with God. Her research focuses on the intersection of the theology of divine emotions and human expressions of negative emotions in the church and in therapy. When she is not working, Fort enjoys road trips, reading historical fiction and nonfiction, sharing meals with friends, and teaching Sunday school.
other believers—seems inevitable. Although some study participants felt unable to engage with God and/or Christian community for a time, they did eventually reengage. In fact, these same participants also spoke of experiencing a sense of openness to God and closeness with God during the interview.

Finally, we explored differences in how participants reported experiencing God and/or Christian community based on racial or ethnic group differences. In other words, we wanted to know if African American, Caucasian, or Latino participants were more or less likely to talk about their difficult experiences in a particular way during the interview. We found that there were, in fact, differences in reporting. While representatives of each ethnic group indicated experiencing all of the positive experiences with God, we noted that African American leaders did not explicitly indicate experiencing several of the negative emotions expressed by their Latino and Caucasian colleagues.

Please note that just because African American youth leaders didn’t seem to explicitly indicate feelings of “anger” or “confusion” in their relationship with God during the interview, it doesn’t mean that they did not experience those feelings. It does mean that they did not talk about these experiences in their interviews in the same ways as others.

So what does all of this mean for doing life and ministry with youth in urban communities? Here are several key takeaways:

Debriefing with those you know and trust is essential. Research tells us that some people do not feel very comfortable sharing with others about deep experiences of disconnection or distress in their relationship with God because they don’t know if others believe that this type of expression is acceptable. Previous research reveals these differences can be correlated with racial and ethnic background.1 Perhaps one of the reasons that African Americans in our study did not talk about certain experiences during the interview is because they did not feel safe enough to do so. Highlighting the experience of emotional safety is incredibly important for ministry—especially in culturally diverse ministry settings. Intentionally creating space for honesty and openness in community is key. If students or staff feel they cannot be completely honest with at least one person in their support network, they won’t be able to experience the beauty of having others “bear their burdens with them” (Gal 6:2).

We must normalize questioning, doubting, and lamenting in the journey of faith. Sometimes we mistakenly believe that real “faith” isn’t messy, difficult, or at times overwhelming. But it is. Genuine faith is vulnerable and hard. All of the urban youth leaders in this study are men and women who were faithful to God in ministry, but who deeply struggled with fears and deep questions even in the midst of their journey. The Psalms are full of examples of open discussion of distress with God (e.g., Psalm 44, 60, 74, 79, 80, 85, or 90). These passages contain honest questions and deep expressions of longing, frustration, fear, and even anger directed toward God. Sometimes students, staff members, or ministry volunteers are unaware that expressing these feelings is not only acceptable, but also healthy—especially after experiencing a crisis or trauma. We don’t usually stay in these places of prolonged distress, but we do experience them.

People process differently. This may be an obvious statement to many, but sometimes we forget this simple truth. We also forget that people process differently due to individual differences (like personality), and other times due to cultural differences (such as ethnic or denominational/theological differences). These differences in processing are beautiful, and a normal part of most faith journeys. But sometimes people or organizations don’t make these differences seem acceptable. Ministry leaders should seek feedback from staff and students about what types of emotions or processes seem safe in their ministry community and what feels unsafe (e.g., expressing “sadness” but not “anger”). Once you’ve discovered what doesn’t feel safe to share, brainstorm together about how you can work together to create a safe space.

Ministry leaders model emotional expression. The impact of modeling can’t be overemphasized. Students and staff learn by watching and listening to what we say and do as well as what we don’t say and do. This study highlights that even exemplary ministry leaders feel distant, discouraged, and angry with God at times. How they talk about their experience often depends on what they have learned is acceptable to discuss or express nonverbally (e.g., crying). Emotional and spiritual health go hand in hand. When people experience a very stressful life event and know that expressing lament in one’s relationship with God and faith community is acceptable, they can remain open to faith rather than experience prolonged distance from their faith or their emotions (or both).

This research is a wonderful reminder that remaining faithful to Jesus and to his call to serve in urban environments can be incredibly painful. Jesus knew that faithfulness to the call would be painful and that safety in the midst of the difficulty is essential. In fact, Jesus prayed this prayer on our behalf: “I’m not asking that you take them out of this world but that you keep them safe from the evil one” (John 17:15). The community of faith is an essential part of the safety net that God has provided for us. My prayer as a Christ-follower and researcher is that we would learn to create safety for one another by acknowledging that ministry can be painful. Being honest about how that pain affects us and our relationships with God helps facilitate the process of hope and healing as we bear these burdens together.

ENDNOTE

“As a police chaplain, I respond to critical incident calls as diverse as infant deaths, teen suicides, and traffic accidents. It is difficult to find the right words to say when you’re sitting in a room of young people grieving the loss of their friend to suicide. Words may fail us in the midst of tragedy. Often our most helpful response is to be present with others, sitting with them in their grief and being a safe place for them to express their feelings. This sacred ministry of God’s presence reminds us that we are not alone in the pain. Rituals help us to move between loss, memory, and healing. Together we can find a new normal and hope.”

Mary Glenn, an adjunct faculty member with the Fuller Youth Institute and School of Intercultural Studies, has been a pastor for over 20 years, a law enforcement chaplain and trainer, and an educator committed to leader and community development.
My first experience with actor Sally Struthers was late on a Saturday night during my junior high school years. I had connived my parents into letting me finish watching a TV program well past my usual bedtime. The moment the credits rolled, the extended-format commercial started.

I was instantly transfixed. There she was, this white woman who was presented as a celebrity (I was too young to have watched her in the TV series *All in the Family*), sitting on the stoop of a hut somewhere in Africa. She was surrounded by black children—some arranged on her lap, others nearby with anxious and desperate looks in their eyes. My heart was broken for these poor African children, and I badly wanted to do something to help through the organization she was promoting. But knowing that I had no money of my own as a 13-year-old, I shut the TV off and went to bed, eager to escape Ms. Struthers’s pleas.

Through today’s ready accessibility of social media, all generations are confronted by the suffering of children well beyond the confines of late-late-night infomercials. In between all of the toddler videos, birthday wishes, and political rants dragging through my Facebook feed daily, I can count on at least one or two promotional advertisements for ministry organizations that feature children. And when a major crisis hits—an earthquake strikes, a war breaks out, an exposé gets released—the stories multiply. Even more, the problems of food insecurity that Ms. Struthers was trying to address seem to pale in comparison to the depths of abuse and exploitation of children that many of these headlines present. So the important question quickly becomes, What should a responsible Christian adult do with all of this graphic suffering of children, especially when it appears so frequently in the intimacy of our personal screens?

In the privileged West, we must be willing to allow difficult news to permeate the membranes of our personal and communal bubbles. Part of God’s identity is father to the fatherless (Ps. 68:5), and as fellow children of God, we must recognize that even children who suffer far away are part of our extended family. We have a God-given responsibility to them, even if their needs are not as immediately evident to us as the children with whom we personally interact. So it’s not really an option to simply ignore their pain as I did that night.

**COMPLICATED NEEDS DESERVE CAREFUL RESPONSES**

Of course, as an American Christian, I would love to immediately board a plane and try to fix the problems myself. But as a teacher who has studied Christian mission with children at risk for the past couple of decades, I know that those kinds of solutions normally end up being more about satisfying the goer than effecting lasting change. Those children we see in snippets and images on our computers have real lives that take more than a quick fix. Lasting solutions require addressing complex and robust cultural systems that are structured to prioritize adult survival over the vulnerability of children in the midst of extreme hardships like ethnic violence and/or extreme poverty. Even if we think we’ve changed the situation for a single child, it is surprising how quickly a powerful social structure can snap back into place once a temporary foreign intervention ends. Instead, the kind of child-focused strategies I propose are slower, more critically reflective, and emphasize...
strengthening local relational networks to sustain a child long term. They’re the kind of solutions that my teenage middle-of-the-night self never could have fathomed, let alone imagined I would someday be advocating for.

So if hopping on a plane isn’t the answer, we are left to sift through the cries for help and then rely on organizations that are already on the ground and have earned good reputations for addressing local needs in these distant places.

But how should we decide what causes are worth our consideration? This is most certainly a matter for prayer—real prayer. Not I’ll-pray-about-it-if-I-really-mean-it prayer, but genuine, intentional prayer. In fact, interceding with God as a response to headlines is an incredible first step. As I pray, though, I find it valuable to remain sensitive to those causes that seem to raise the most distress in me. Often these are causes that connect with aspects of my own personal experience. When those connections happen, I know it’s worth the effort to dig a little deeper.

**Taking Children’s Family Relationships Seriously**

At this point Christians often wonder which causes and organizations are worthy of support. Ultimately that question is much larger than the scope of this article, but my most strategic advice is to search for the ones that take a child’s family seriously.

Thinking again about that early experience with Ms. Struthers, it’s probably not by accident that the organization she was promoting chose to use an image of their celebrity sponsor with children on her lap as the center of their fundraising strategy. It strongly evokes the Gospel narratives of Matthew 19:13–15 and Mark 10:13–16, in which children were being blessed by Jesus. But while there may be superficial similarities between these texts and that infomercial, the contrast between the two pictures is profound. Among many other differences, the biblical accounts describe the children as being brought by their parents. In contrast, the Struthers commercial did not leave any room for adults other than herself. This is telling, since sociologists who study imagery around children (there is a surprising amount of literature on this) suggest that when adults are absent in images of suffering children, the unstated implication of that image is that their parents are somehow inattentive or absent. As a result, these images invite viewing adults to see themselves as momentary surrogate parents, and to exercise maternal protectiveness as a way of creating connections between the ideas of children they evoke and the would-be donor. But the presence of parents in the Gospel accounts reminds us that Jesus was working within existing family structures. He was not inserting himself as a surrogate parent for these children (although the idea of how Jesus would have served as a father is a provocative one). Rather, he received the children from their parents, blessed them, and then returned them.

Understanding this example of Jesus is key to understanding effective work, because good work with children sees changing children’s family structures only as a last resort. The most effective efforts first try to understand the existing relational worlds of the children they serve, and then take steps to strengthen those relationships. These kinds of approaches have the advantage of building on the resources a child already has, and minimize the amount of upheaval they might otherwise experience through more radical interventions. So rather than rounding up orphaned children and sending them to a group home several villages away, an important measure of the effectiveness of an organization’s work can come from finding out how much work is done to support parents so that families can stay intact, or to explore extended family networks to find alternative care options if parents are no longer around or capable of offering nurturing care.

Finding out this kind of information about the actual strategies employed by an aid organization takes more effort than scrolling through a news feed. But depending on the transparency of an organization’s website, it can be easier to identify these kinds of ministry priorities than you might expect. Even better, the most reliable way to identify worthy ministries is to work through your own relational networks. Who do you know who might know something about the problem that you are learning about? Perhaps they know someone who knows someone who is addressing the concern in viable and thoughtful ways. Working through your networks can take time, but the benefit is that you are immediately solving one of the inherent problems of much of our giving today: you can never ultimately be sure what has taken place, and how your contribution has been used.
If you find your relational connections don’t extend far enough to help you make informed decisions, perhaps the best strategy is to be guided by what you can learn from Internet research, followed by seeking to establish deeper relationships with an organization as part of your support over time. This will likely take special effort since many donation opportunities are designed to be essentially anonymous—allowing givers to contribute funds without the hassle of having a real relationship. These no-fuss arrangements are solely monetary because this is what Western Christians tend to want. However, I’m advocating for something a little messier. Even if you’re not a major donor (or a financial donor at all), many organizations will welcome the occasional phone call or email check-in from a concerned partner who wants to know more.

Some community-focused child sponsorship organizations show that they know this well. A few even facilitate donor visits with sponsored children so that a supporter can make a more personal connection with a child and their family. But even if these special kinds of opportunities are unavailable, I always urge donors to find ways of making meaningful connections with the people who are doing direct work with children. The most well-known Christian child development agencies have legitimately earned their sterling reputations through decades of achieving effective results with children within the contexts of their families and communities, and child sponsorship is just one part of what they do. So you are wise to do your own research and establish enough of a connection to feel well informed about what is actually happening in face-to-face work with children.

FROM REACTIONS TO RELATIONSHIPS
The next time you encounter a troubling account of a young person’s extraordinary needs, I hope you will take these recommendations to heart. First, pray, asking God to guide what you should do next, remaining sensitive to those needs that you find the most distressing. Second, do your best research and relational networking to find the groups that are focused on respecting and enhancing the relationships that already exist in a child’s life, rather than applying artificial solutions that may not last or might even hurt a child in the long run. Third, ask questions and work to develop or enhance your relationships with those groups you find to be doing the most promising work. In the process, you just might discover a new dimension of your relationship with the Father of the fatherless.
The story of God’s work within a group called the “Warder” illustrates that children are not just objects of, but also instigators of, the missio Dei. A few decades ago, the Warder settled on the outskirts of Nagpur, India. The adults often travel around, bartering coffee mugs, steel jugs, and the like in exchange for women’s hair, which is sold for export to make wigs. Little thought is given to the future—just today’s needs or pleasure. Children don’t attend school. Parents leave them at home unattended for days at a time, to care for siblings and do housework. Children often buy alcohol and tobacco for their parents and then are rewarded with a portion of what they buy. Before they reach adolescence, most are addicted to drugs.

In 2012, the Indian Evangelical Team started a children’s club among the Warder. It was the rowdiest club ever! Slowly, though, lives were transformed. Children learned reading, writing, morals, and hygiene, and grew spiritually. Their changed lives attracted their parents—and now, some 40 families have accepted Christ and joined the church. Many have started new businesses and are now present at home, caring for their children. From this transformation, two more children’s clubs have developed in nearby towns. When it comes to God’s work near Nagpur, the children are the catalysts.

Joy Clement Daniel, national director for children and youth for the Indian Evangelical Team, is currently pursuing a PhD in the School of Intercultural Studies at Fuller with a focus on children at risk.
Rhett Smith (MSMFT ’07) is a practicing marriage and family therapist and the author of The Anxious Christian: Can God Use Your Anxiety for Good? and What It Means to Be a Man: God’s Design for Us in a World Full of Extremes. He lives with his family in McKinney, Texas, and he blogs at rhettsmith.com.

NAMING, NAVIGATING, AND REFRAMING DEPRESSION IN THE LIVES OF TEENAGERS

Rhett Smith

“Sometimes I feel like we are just running a hotel and restaurant around here!”

I still remember my dad making that exasperated statement when I was 17 years old. I was moody and irritable, and made little effort to engage my dad or stepmom in any meaningful way. Twenty-four years later, I continue to think about that comment—not because I think my dad was a bad parent (quite the opposite, and he probably doesn’t even remember that exchange), but because I think this scenario is indicative of the challenges that parents and others face when it comes to properly discerning and diagnosing depression in adolescents.

Was I depressed? Possibly.

I had lost my mom to a five-year battle with breast cancer when I was 11 years old, creating an immediate stuttering issue in school. This only fueled my anxiety in social settings and left me isolated. As a teenager I was also in the midst of significant life transitions surrounding school, identity, relationships, and faith formation. And that’s not to mention all the changes in brain development.1

So what was going on with me?

Depression?

Typical teenage behavioral development?

Life transitions?

Probably a mixture of all of the above, which is why seeing and responding to depression in young people can be complicated.

My story is similar to the stories that I hear frequently in my therapy practice related to depression and adolescents. The underlying instinctual fear in parents seems to become, “Am I going to miss something crucial in my child’s mental health that could lead to serious consequences?”

This is a good instinct, because like many issues related to mental health, two important factors frequently obscure the true nature of what is going on. First, depression itself can be somewhat tricky to diagnose, not to mention determining what type of depression is at hand. Second, there are cultural contexts in which talk of depression (like that of anxiety) brings about shame and guilt, often driving those suffering underground in order to avoid any stigma.

As a Christian and former pastor, I have encountered many adolescents who are fearful of this very stigma when it comes to talking about depression, especially if they are part of a faith community in which depression is frowned upon. As a Christian, I take comfort in knowing the biblical text presents people in the midst of all kinds of life struggles, and many prominent biblical characters struggle with what could be characterized as depression. I love the words of the psalmist David when he laments in Psalm 38:7–8, “I am bowed down and brought very low; all day long I go about mourning . . . I am feeble and utterly crushed; I groan in anguish of heart.” Not only me, but also many of my adolescent clients can take comfort in biblical texts like these. Through these stories, they realize that their own experiences of depression are part of the human condition.

DISCERNING DEPRESSION

Most parents are privy to occasions when their teenagers mope around the house,
spending inordinate amounts of time alone in their room playing video games or texting, seeming emotionally short-fused in verbal tone and responses, and generally refusing to engage in family activities. These are some of the behaviors mentioned by family members and other caring adults when they begin to wonder if a young person is experiencing depression.

The problem, of course, is that most of us can recall times in our adolescent years when we mimicked similar behaviors, and we may not have been depressed. So how do we understand depression at work in the lives of teenagers? The Anxiety and Depression Association of America writes:

Depression is a condition in which a person feels discouraged, sad, hopeless, unmotivated, or disinterested in life in general. When these feelings last for a short period of time, it may be a case of “the blues.”

But when such feelings last for more than two weeks and when the feelings interfere with daily activities such as taking care of family, spending time with friends, or going to work or school, it’s likely a major depressive episode.

The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) reports that “about 11 percent of adolescents have a depressive disorder by age 18.” In the past it was thought that young people couldn’t suffer from actual clinical depression, but today we know this is not the case. The NIMH further states the following:

We now know that youth who have depression may show signs that are slightly different from the typical adult symptoms of depression. Children who are depressed may complain of feeling sick, refuse to go to school, cling to a parent or caregiver, or worry excessively that a parent may die. Older children and teens may sulk, get into trouble at school, be negative or grouchy, or feel misunderstood.

If more intense and lasting signs of sadness, hopelessness, anger, or frustration continue more than a couple of weeks, these are signs that more help may be needed.

So when you wonder about depression and teenagers, you may find it helpful to ask a few questions:

1. Do the behaviors I witness deviate from the typical and “normal” behaviors of this teenager?
2. Has there been some recent event that might be related to this change in behavior and mood in this teenager?
3. Is it possible that something I always thought was part of their personality actually could be a form of long-term depression?

These questions often help me, as a therapist, formulate some type of possible diagnosis so that I can know what steps to take. But sometimes it is hard to know what to do next. If you find yourself unsure of what the next steps are for your child, I recommend that you seek professional help.

WHAT CAN WE DO TO HELP?
Depression, like talk of suicide, is one of those mental health issues that many people find overwhelming. It’s easy to feel helpless. However, I believe all of us can utilize a specific set of skills to help the teenagers around us suffering from depression.
1. Do not judge.

One of the worst things we can do to a young person who is suffering with depression is to judge him or her. When someone is depressed, he or she is already wrestling with feelings of worthlessness and shame, and further judgment only perpetuates this shame cycle and drives the person further into hiding. Often people look at those with depression and think, “If they would just do this . . . or that,” but what we fail to realize is that depression can have a destructive effect on basic actions like eating, sleeping, exercising, and prayer.

Instead, work toward approaching those with depression with empathy and compassion. Ask yourself the question, “What do I need to do to get in their shoes and see things from their perspective?” Understanding diffuses judgment and makes it safe for the person with depression to come out of isolation and hopefully reengage others in a way that is life-giving.

Unfortunately, one of the more unsafe places for teenagers to talk about their depression has been in the Christian community, which has historically been laced with a host of unfortunate stigmas related to mental health. We still have a long way to go.

2. Explore all options.

Depression is multifaceted and needs a very robust approach. If you know a teenager struggling with depression, I recommend you keep your options open and explore all kinds of possible treatment. Pastoral caregiving, professional counseling, and psychiatric medication could all be helpful at different times, as well as an exploration of various aspects of self-care and the young person’s physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual life.

THE ONLY SIX WORDS PARENTS NEED TO SAY TO THEIR KIDS ABOUT PERFORMANCE

I tend to be a disgruntled sports parent.

I get concerned about the ways our culture obsesses about young people’s performance. It only takes a walk to a local park to witness the myriad of parental anxiety and dysfunction that plays out on the sidelines. Sports have such potential to build character, perseverance, and skill. Sometimes they succeed, and other times coaches, parents, and mobs of hot-or-cold fans burn out or puff up kids and teenagers in quite damaging ways.

While trying to figure out how to be a different kind of sports parent myself, I stumbled across work by student leadership development expert Tim Elmore. In it he discusses research on what parents can say both before and after the game to encourage their kids, without centering everything on performance (either positively or negatively). Based on psychologists’ recommendations, Elmore suggests the following as the healthiest statements parents can make as kids perform—and not only in sports, but in any kind of performance-oriented activity:

**BEFORE THE EVENT:**
- Have fun.
- Play hard.
- I love you.

**AFTER THE EVENT:**
- Did you have fun?
- I’m proud of you.
- I love you.

+ Brad Griffin (MDiv ’07) is associate director of the Fuller Youth Institute.

ENDNOTE

Begin by engaging the teenager in a non-judgmental way to best determine what they may need. In my experience, some teenagers navigate through depression in a healthy way because there is someone present in their life who cares about them. Sometimes a teenager may need the safe space of counseling for a few months to work through depression, and other times ongoing social support may do the trick. The point is that no one size fits all, and it’s helpful to experiment with different approaches and see what works.

**3. Be present.**

One of the most powerful transforming agents in the life of someone who is struggling with depression is the healing presence of another: a presence that is non-judging, compassionate and empathetic, and willing to be with the person suffering from depression. Too often we find ourselves wanting to try to do something to fix the person who is depressed, when one of the best responses we can offer is our ability to sit with them. One of the reasons people struggle to be with someone they know who suffers from depression is because it bumps up against their own feelings of inadequacy and inability to find a quick fix.

**AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH**

I know few teenagers who escape adolescence without a brush with some form of depression. The teenage years are full of difficult transitions, broken relationships, peer pressure, and struggles at home, school, and work, all of which make this time of life a ripe environment for depression to take root. Ultimately, I believe one of the best responses we can offer a teenager who is struggling with depression is the opportunity to help them see their pain and suffering as a catalyst for growth in their lives. But it is a journey they can’t enter into on their own. Author and educator Parker Palmer has been helpful to me in his description of learning to reframe his ongoing struggle with depression as an act of grace. Parker writes this about the theological reframing his therapist offered him in the midst of depression:

> After hours of careful listening, my therapist offered an image that helped me eventually reclaim my life. “You seem to look upon depression as the hand of an enemy trying to crush you,” he said. “Do you think you could see it instead as the hand of a friend, pressing you down to the ground on which it is safe to stand?”

Amid the assaults I was suffering, the suggestion that depression was my friend seemed impossibly romantic, even insulting. But something in me knew that down, down to the ground, was the direction of wholeness, thus allowing that image to begin its slow work of healing me.

I started to understand that I had been living an ungrounded life, living at an altitude that was inherently unsafe. The problem with living at high altitude is simple: when we slip, as we always do, we have a long, long way to fall, and the landing may well kill us. The grace of being pressed down to the ground is also simple: when we slip and fall, it is usually not fatal, and we can get back up.6

You may be that trusted guide a young person needs—and wants—to help them take the next step.

**RESOURCES FOR THE NEXT STEP**

Websites:
- To Write Love on Her Arms (twloha.com): Though a resource for anyone, this site is particularly helpful for parents to steer their adolescents toward because it has done a phenomenal job of spreading the message through music, art, youth culture, and social media.
- How to Handle Teen Depression by youth expert Josh Shipp (joshshipp.com/teen-depression-facts).
- To Write Love on Her Arms (twloha.com): Though a resource for anyone, this site is particularly helpful for parents to steer their adolescents toward because it has done a phenomenal job of spreading the message through music, art, youth culture, and social media.

Books:
- Sheri Van Dijk, *Don’t Let Your Emotions Run Your Life for Teens: Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills for Helping You Manage Mood Swings, Control Angry Outbursts, and Get Along with Others* (Instant Help, 2011). This book offers greater depth, plus some helpful tools and skills for both parents and adolescents.

**ENDNOTES**

4. Ibid.
AN INVITATION TO THRIVE:HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE FIND THEIR COORDINATES

Pamela Ebstyne King

People in the academy often ask me, why religion? Why is religion so helpful for kids to thrive? Among the several things I might say, I point to the transformative power of transcendence: an encounter that is so meaningful and profound that it propels change in how kids understand themselves and their place in the world.

Second, I suggest that religion not only offers an encounter with the divine, but also provides an embodied belief system—a real community of people offering defined ideals, values, beliefs, and actual examples of how to live them out. In this way, religion provides a community of coordinates. Coordinates are necessary to locate oneself in the world. Young people are not ultimately intelligible apart from the family and community within which they exist. Furthermore, people are not intelligible without reference to the transcendent horizon within which they exist and to which their deepest longings point.1

I used to love to play Battleship with my brothers, and now I play it with my kids. Do you remember how to find a boat? C4 . . . B6 . . . A9 . . . The boats are located by coordinates. Similarly, youth need coordinates to locate themselves, to form an identity. They need reference points to know their course. Navigating the waters of adolescence is no easy task. There are abundant opportunities, but there are also turbulent and deep waters.

As youth today work out their lives—their sense of self, their identity, their purpose, their “sparks”—they have so many options through which to discover and explore all of this.
people can find themselves. When youth know what story they are part of, they can begin to find and understand their role in that story: whether it is the gospel narrative of being a follower of Jesus, aligning oneself with the Jewish notion of tikkun olam—of being a part of God’s covenant people in the repair of the world—or understanding oneself as a contributing citizen of a democracy.

When you know the story to which you belong, and when you know your role in that story, you have a profound sense of purpose. That is what we are invited into: the ultimate story of God’s ongoing work in this world. When we find ourselves contributing to a greater story, we thrive.

If we understand thriving in this light, then we understand the invitation is not simply to accept what God has done through the cross, but also to accept and embrace our part in God’s ongoing and unfolding story of faithfulness. Our invitation to thrive is then understood as an invitation to a new order: one set forth and defined by the pattern—the logos—of Christ. We understand that when Jesus says “Follow me,” he’s not referring to Instagram or Facebook; he is referring to a way of life and participation in his ongoing ministry here on earth. We remember that when he left this earth as a physical man, he gave us his Spirit to empower us and to continue his work on this planet.

Now that’s a set of coordinates.

+ This article was excerpted from Dr. King’s address at her installation as the Peter L. Benson Associate Professor of Applied Developmental Science on May 5, 2016. More at thethrivecenter.org.

ENDNOTE

1. David Benner, Human Being and Becoming: Living the Adventure of Life and Love (Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2016).
NAVIGATING A DIGITAL MEDIA WORLD WITH TEENAGERS

Art Bamford

Put that thing down!

This was Betsy’s first response when I asked a group of moms, “What comes to mind when you hear the phrase ‘social media’?” The room burst out in laughter.

I was listening to parents talk about these concerns as part of a project with the Fuller Youth Institute, because the amount of time young people spend using digital devices seems to be one of the most pressing challenges for parents today. It feels like young people are tethered to their phones, constantly glancing or full-on staring into a screen. But before we judge kids or insist they “put that thing down,” we need to understand what today’s digital world is like, and what motivates young people to check their devices so frequently.

WELCOME TO A WHOLE NEW WORLD

There is no question that digital media use has exploded among teenagers. According to recent US research findings:

- Ninety-two percent of teenagers report going online at least once per day.
- Twenty-four percent of teens admit to going online “almost constantly.”
- Seventy-one percent of teenagers use more than one social media platform to keep in touch with friends.
- Sixty-eight percent of 13- to 14-year-olds and 76 percent of 15- to 17-year-olds have smartphones.

If we could peel back the surface-level reality of these statistics, we also might see a fundamental difference in how young people experience digital media compared with their parents and older generations. Researchers have referred to today’s adults as “digital immigrants,” whereas young people are “digital natives.” Like most immigrants, we bring luggage from our pre-digital world, namely some of the expectations we have about why and how people use media. My grandfather moved to the United States from England when he was just four years old, yet he continued to have a hint of an accent from his native country (and a cup of tea every afternoon) until the day he died. In a similar way, we may use digital technology ourselves and feel like it is now “home” in some ways. But in reality we will never be as fully steeped in digital culture as the generation after us.

Digital media was created and designed to facilitate better, faster collaboration and interaction. When we talked about media in the past, we presupposed a fairly passive type of engagement in which a “mass” audience of people would simply receive words, images, and sounds. But now it’s a whole new world, and a social world at that. This is extremely important to keep in mind when it comes to navigating this world with young people: they don’t experience digital media as being more interactive, as we do. To them, media means interacting.

FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS WITH DIGITAL NATIVES

Like it or not, we can’t remove digital like a stain from young people and get them to think about media and use it the way we do. That’s not the world they live in now, and it’s not the one they’re going to live in as adults. The digital layer of reality impacts our thinking, relationships, and spirituality.

Parents want to talk about media more with their kids, and many are trying admirably to do so, but aren’t always sure how. It turns out that we are living in a transitional phase in history. This means parents can—and should—have totally new conversations.
with kids. The biggest stumbling block for adults tends to be not what we do, but how we think about media. When we fail to understand how young people think about it, our conversations about boundaries, rules, and good decisions get lost in translation. The goal is to have great relationships with our kids. Media will be in the middle of that somehow. Rather than a divider, we want it to be a middle ground—a common ground where families connect.

TAKE A TRIP TO THE LUNCHROOM

So why do young people constantly check their phones and other devices? We are often inclined to focus on how young people use media, but it can be helpful for us to turn this equation around and ask: “What perceived needs or desires does this kind of use gratify?” By asking this “why?” question to identify underlying motivations, we are better able to both understand young people’s media use as well as find outlets that meet these same needs through non-tech or low-tech activities.

For example, when many of us were teenagers, we fulfilled our social needs to connect with other young people by talking on the phone (probably one with a curly cord that was mounted to a wall). This same social motivation is driving teenagers to connect today, but different technologies facilitate that hunger.

We’ve found it helpful to think about teenagers’ use of digital media as today’s version of the school lunchroom.

Teenagers have always seemed hypersocial to adults because they are in a stage of life when they begin to form their own identities. The question “Who am I?” plays on a continuous loop, like background music in our subconscious, throughout adolescence. Coming up with a sufficient answer to this question is a complicated and difficult job, and we work on it largely through relationships.

School cafeterias have always been a kind of petri dish within which young people experiment with this “work” of identity formation. To parents and educators, the noon break is about eating lunch. But for teens it can be the defining moment of the entire day. It provides a space in which they can be themselves, but as people still learning who those selves are, it becomes a social laboratory. Every lunch is a kid’s opportunity to experiment, observe, tweak the formula a bit, and get ready to test out the new version tomorrow. The cafeteria experiment is filled not only with conversation, but also tons of nonverbal communication—students’ seating locations, their clothing styles, what and how they eat, and how they interact with each other.

In much the same way, being an active participant in social media is not limited to verbal interaction or one-on-one conversations. Parents often underappreciate how a quick scroll through social media for a teen can be like scanning the lunchroom. Young people have very sophisticated ways of conveying social cues with digital media that we as adults struggle to recognize or grasp.

Many of these cues are nonverbal because young people lack the capacity to express what they’re thinking and feeling in words, and crave more relatively unsupervised space to interact with their peers. These nonverbal messages also allow them to efficiently send the equivalent of a thousand words with one image. That’s why phenomena like emoji and photo sharing catch on like wildfire (and continually evolve). This is also why monitoring the “economy” of likes, shares, votes, and views is so incredibly important for young people. And the irony of the lunchroom analogy is that often today’s teenagers are also using digital social media in their actual school lunchrooms, navigating all these layers all at once.

RITUALS AND RHYTHMS

We who are digital immigrants still have some sense of what researchers have called “media rituals.” We remember when we could only access and use certain media in designated times and places: a radio in the car or bedroom every morning, the evening news on TV in the family room, and a Friday night at the movies.

What many parents call “screen time” today is an attempt to establish that same kind of consistency and sense of routine with digital media. But once your child comes to own or access devices regularly, this is extremely difficult. We could limit screen time when it was just TV, a game system, or even a video on an iPad, but once kids start texting and doing homework on a computer, screen time becomes more diffuse and omnipresent.

Digital media doesn’t just lack a kind of ritualistic stability; it often seems to go a step further and interrupt our other daily rhythms and feeling of togetherness as families. So families need to reimagine what family time looks like, and come to
terms with the surprising ways that technology both helps our bonding as well as hinders it.

Families can begin by carving out specific times and spaces that are heavy-tech and low-tech. One mom we spoke with told us that something as simple as buying a new table had helped alleviate some of her media-related stress with her son. “We got this table that’s in the family room for our youngest, and all his devices have to be on the table. That’s where he has to use them.” This simple change turned a lot of frustrated “no’s” into clear expectations. As digital media continues to evolve, the most important thing to focus on is consistent consensus about what our family’s expectations are with regard to when, where, and how we use and interact through our various devices.

YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND IN MEDIA
Researchers have found that when asked about their happiest memories involving family, a lot of kids describe times shared that somehow involved media. This is especially true of new media, when young people got to be the family’s resident expert and explain something to their parents for a change. Creative parents are diving into kids’ technology as a way of entering their world, whether that means playing video games, getting better at text slang, or sharing funny memes. We will probably embarrass ourselves in the process, but it is meaningful and endearing when we try. And it helps build the rela-
tionships that we are hoping for in the first place, using technology as a tool that binds rather than divides.

If we’re being totally honest, one of our biggest worries as adults is that the young people we love will end up using digital media a lot like we do, in some of the ways that bother us. They’ll feel perpetually interrupted, struggle to be present and attentive, wish they made more time to enjoy things like a good book or coffee with a friend without constantly checking their phones, or feel unsatisfied with their lives compared to what they see in their social media feeds.

This is where young people can help us make this journey a two-way street. They have a lot to teach us if we are willing to listen, watch, and meet them in the world in which they are natural-born residents. Our investment in walking alongside them as they learn to use digital media can pay dividends by helping us relearn, or even unlearn, how we have grown accustomed to using it ourselves. Together we can forge a hopeful path on which digital media is neither a savior nor an enemy, but a companion.

ENDNOTES

3. When we say “digital media,” we’re talking about a puzzle of computers, microchips, software, video games, and the Internet that coalesced together as one big phenomenon in the early 2000s. The two key distinctions that separate digital from older “analog” media, such as television, radio, and print, are the ways in which digital devices are interactive and interconnected. Walter Isaacson traces the evolution of each of these separate inventions and how they were integrated into a singular digital media in his book The Innovators: How a Group of Hackers, Geniuses, and Geeks Created the Digital Revolution (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2014).
WHAT PARENTS NEED TO KNOW—
AND DO—ABOUT TEENAGE SEXUALITY

Clifford and Joyce Penner

The sex talk.
Many parents dread it.

The typical teenager dreads it even more.

And we think that’s a tragedy.

After all, God created us—all of us—as sexual beings. While our sexual identity transcends every life stage, adolescence is a time of particularly high sexual energy. As our children move away from their parents toward their peers, they will make choices—choices with consequences. We hope that they will fulfill their God-given potential. We pray that they will make choices that align with God’s teachings and will lead to healthy friendships, good mate selection, and a lasting marriage.

Hence the need for the sex talk.

THE GOOD AND BAD NEWS ABOUT THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN THEIR KIDS’ SEXUAL CHOICES

Here’s the good news: Parents and influential adults can make a difference. Multiple studies highlight that one of the best predictors of sexual conservativeness in young people is closeness to one parent. Specifically, “Teens who report being able to talk to a parent and who feel close to that parent appear to have a solid foundation in that relationship that allows them to make better decisions and better resist peer pressure toward sexual activity.”1

Now for the bad news. Other research suggests that the more important religion (including Christianity) is to parents, the more difficult it is for those same parents to talk with their kids about sex.4 Maybe it’s because parents may have made sexual mistakes that they don’t want their children to repeat and suffer the same consequences. Parents feel guilty and unqualified to journey with kids on a path that they never walked.

Perhaps talking about sex feels so awkward that parents would just rather remain silent.

Yet the reality is that whether or not our kids are eager to receive our input, and even if we are nervous about our kids’ sexuality, we must use our role as parents or influential adults to guide them. If we do not teach them, they will learn primarily on the streets, from their friends, on their electronic devices, or from movies and television.

WHAT TYPES OF CHOICES ARE TEENAGERS MAKING TODAY?
The typical teenager is probably engaging in sexual intercourse and oral sex earlier than their parents did.

- The average age that people have sex for the first time in the United States is 18.3
- Though US teen pregnancy and abortion rates are decreasing, there are still approximately 52 pregnancies per 1,000 15- to 19-year-old women and 14 abortions per 1,000 15- to 19-year-old women.4
- Increasing sexual activity for adolescents is not just a moral threat; it is a threat to their emotional development and can even be a threat to their lives. Sexually transmitted diseases (or STDs), many of which are not easily detectable, are at epidemic levels.
Does religion make a difference in teenagers’ sexual choices? While not every study that examines this question agrees, there’s ample evidence suggesting that personal religious devotion is a strong protective influence against sexual activity. In particular, one study revealed that young people with firm personal religious convictions are less likely to engage in sexual activity than their peers.5

WHAT DO WE HOPE KIDS LEARN BY AGE 13?
Your own kids may still be too young to face the types of sexual choices depicted above, but it’s likely not too early to start talking to your kids about sex. Based on our research, we hope by age 13 all young people will have learned five principles about sex:

1. **Sex is good and from God.** It is important that children from toddlerhood through adolescence learn that the feelings in their bodies are wonderful and designed by God to feel good.

2. **Sexual curiosity is natural.** Children of all ages will be sexually curious; when we affirm their curiosity and give them tools for understanding sexuality, their curiosity will more likely be directed to healthy, informed actions.

3. **Sexual feelings and responses are automatic.** Involuntary sexual body responses begin at birth and continue throughout adult life; teaching children about the normality of these responses and the feelings connected with these responses empowers them.

4. **Sexual responsibility belongs to each person.** Sexual actions are in our control; the responses happen to us, but we can make decisions about and choose what we do with those feelings.

5. **Biblical standards and mutual respect are the guidelines for all sexual decisions.** As we look at Scripture, it becomes clear that God’s intention for us is to have a mutual, fulfilling, and delightful sexual relationship in marriage. In calling adolescents to wait for marriage, it is important to share the potential future benefits of waiting, not just the negative possibilities resulting from choosing not to wait.

If this list gives you a pit in your stomach because your child is older than 13 and you are not sure they have internalized these five principles, fear not. You still have time to influence your child’s sexual attitudes, values, and choices.

WHAT CAN PARENTS TALK ABOUT AND MODEL WITH THEIR TEENAGE CHILDREN?
On the one hand, our culture presents teenagers a casual view of sex as primarily physical—that it’s perfectly normal to “hook up” and have a “friend with benefits.” On the other hand, the church’s message of “Don’t do it!” tends to cause adolescents to either block their sexual feelings or experience guilt when they respond to those feelings.

As parents and influential adults, we can help adolescents both affirm and learn to manage their sexuality by teaching them that their sexual feelings, desires, and responses are good and of God. As people created in the image of God, adolescents can take charge of their sexual actions. Effective conversations in the home help young people appreciate and embrace their sexual intensity, while not living in
bondage to it. Most adolescents today know the biological facts and may have been taught the dangers of having sex too early, but few will have been taught how to appreciate sexual feelings and manage their sexual drives. To be effective, we must be at ease with our own sexuality, conversant with sexual terminology, and comfortable discussing all aspects of sexuality and sexual activity.

We need to help teens think through the potential consequences of engaging in sex as an adolescent: the lifelong consequences of adolescent pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases; the emotional turmoil of losing themselves with another person when they are in the stage of finding themselves; the relational ramifications of distrust and establishing unhealthy sexual patterns; and the impact on a young person’s relationship with God when they experience sex outside of marriage.

Sexual patterns, easily conditioned in our early sexual experiences, are tenaciously self-perpetuating. Adolescents establish a pattern of disconnecting when they have casual, impersonal, recreational sex without affection, emotion, or attachment. They establish a pattern of their sexual physical responses being triggered by risk and guilt when their actions are not consistent with what they believe. Those patterns continue into marriage. We can help teens when we strongly affirm that God wants them to have a wonderful, delightful, and fulfilling sex life in marriage and that their sexual actions before marriage will affect their sex life in marriage.

Parents can also talk about how to build meaningful connection with someone of the opposite sex without having sex. Telling adolescents about the importance of learning to relate without moving to sex, which can give a sense of quick but false intimacy, often falls on deaf ears. But we can make a difference when we lead young people to think about their friendships and verbalize the ingredients of those relationships that have been particularly significant for them and aren’t about sex.

To help young people make healthy sexual choices, we need to teach them decision-making. We like to use an image of a ladder to explain that our sexual actions are like climbing a ladder; the higher on the ladder, the more difficult it becomes to step down. It is most effective to enlist young adolescents in this decision-making process before or as they are starting to date or be alone in a potentially romantic relationship. Rather than tell them where to “draw the line,” ask them to decide to what extent they will engage in physical contact. Discuss what situations could cause them to cross that boundary, as well as the supportive relationships they need to help them maintain the physical limits and commitments they have identified.

WHAT IF OUR TEENAGER CROSSES THE LINE?
When our kids make choices that are not consistent with their own commitments or with our held values, it is natural to react. Or, maybe more accurately, overreact. Resist that temptation and do all you can to step down. It is most effective to enlist young adolescents in this decision-making process before or as they are starting to date or be alone in a potentially romantic relationship. Rather than tell them where to “draw the line,” ask them to decide to what extent they will engage in physical contact. Discuss what situations could cause them to cross that boundary, as well as the supportive relationships they need to help them maintain the physical limits and commitments they have identified.

As we have journeyed with our own kids and grandkids and talked with countless families nationwide, we have found these words popularly attributed to William A. Foster to be both life-giving and encouraging when it comes to growing teenagers:

Quality is never an accident:
It is always the result of high intention,
Sincere effort, intelligent direction
And skillful execution:
It represents the wise choice of many
alternatives.
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SCIENCE AND EMERGING ADULTS

A recent study reported in David Kinnaman’s book *You Lost Me: Why Young Christians Are Leaving Church... and Rethinking Faith* found that 52 percent of youth group teens aspire to science-related careers—and yet, in the midst of this interest, the church’s inability to engage science and faith is one key reason emerging adults are leaving churches today.

February of 2016 saw the launch of a three-year project focusing on Science & Theology for Emerging Adult Ministries (STEAM) that seeks to equip church and parachurch ministries to foster a more fruitful engagement with the insights of mainstream science.

The STEAM project will aim to engage emerging adults (ages 18–30) in the integration of science with Christian life, practice, and theology in the following ways:

- Funding select emerging adult ministries in congregations and parachurch organizations;
- Creating excellent, usable resources;
- Coaching and training ministry leaders in the integration of science and theology; and
- Developing web and social media resources related to these activities.

Historically, the demographic of emerging adults sets the tone and substance for much of US culture; thus, the engagement of this age group around science and faith is strategic both in the lives of the individuals and in the shaping of culture. Find more at thesteamproject.org.

*Greg Cootsona is project leader of STEAM and research associate professor of theology in the School of Theology at Fuller. Dave Navarra (MDiv ’16) is an off-site coleader of the STEAM project while serving students at Community Presbyterian Church in northern California. The project is housed at Fuller Seminary’s Office for Science, Theology, and Religion (STAR) Initiatives, and is made possible by a $2 million grant from the John Templeton Foundation.*
ADOPTIVE YOUTH MINISTRY: INTEGRATING EMERGING GENERATIONS INTO THE FAMILY OF FAITH

Chap Clark

So, even in my old age with gray hair, don’t abandon me, God! Not until I tell generations about your mighty arm, tell all who are yet to come about your strength. (Psalm 71:18 CEB)

For the last several decades as we have equipped, trained, enticed and, at times, begged adults to care for kids in the name of Christ, youth ministry has been the particular calling of the few as representatives of the many to make disciples of our children and emerging adults.

In the early 20th century, American youth ministry grew out of the tent revival movement, later morphing into what became known as parachurch ministries. The message was rooted in the evangelism practices of the day, which were both individualistic and pietistic. Along the way, depending on tradition and denomination, churches began to take up the cause of reaching out to the young in their own style, with their own leadership and dedicated space. This was a time when young people were feeling increasingly marginalized and US culture was going through the beginnings of generational fragmentation. Even in the church, congregational youth ministry soon took root as a staple of congregational life. By the 1980s, youth ministry had largely secured its place in church structure and strategy.

Throughout its history, in both parachurch contexts and in congregations, the seeds of personal faith and individual piety have remained the core drivers of youth ministry. The pragmatism of the early years brought together a wide diversity of practitioners to the youth ministry community, and at the same time held at bay the deeper theological grounding that was desperately needed. In the midst of a focus on content (“Jesus”) and target population (“kids”), other questions kept challenging the dominant pragmatism: What happens to our students when they graduate from high school? Where do they go? Where do they fit? Many have recently agreed that youth ministry, with all its rich history and impact on the church, needs to move beyond a small group of committed youth workers and find its place as an expression of the local and global body of Christ.

ADOPTIVE MINISTRY: LIVING INTO OUR MUTUAL ADOPTION

John’s gospel opens with God’s decisive and cumulative redemptive act—the Incarnation of the Word who was “with God” and “was God” (John 1:1). Between those first words and the ultimate outcome described in John 1:14, “The Word became flesh and blood, and moved into the neighborhood” (The Message), a sentence is included that summarizes the blessing of the Incarnation for all of humanity: “But those who did welcome him, those who believed in his name, he authorized to become God’s children” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessory of the benefit of faith. Note the plural, however: “authorized to become God’s children.” (John 1:12). The magnitude of this statement cannot be overestimated, but it has not only most often been reduced to the singular (“I am now a child of God”), but also has effectively been treated as an anecdotal accessor...
He steadied our legs” (Psalm 40:2, as plural reality). The goal of youth ministry can no longer be to “make individual faithful disciples,” but rather to strategically, structurally, and proactively include the young as vital members of the household of God. The goal of adoptive youth ministry, then, is to equip and invite the young to live into their calling as children with God’s other children.

WHAT ADOPTIVE YOUTH MINISTRY IS NOT
To understand what adoptive ministry is, it is important to know what adoptive ministry is not because it can be easily misunderstood. It is not the following:

1. Adopting the young. This is, I admit, how I first envisioned adoptive ministry. If adults saw children and emerging adults as their own “adopted” children, then they would have a greater sense of responsibility for and compassion toward them. In a summit of youth ministry leaders a few years ago, it became clear that this use of the term “adoption” was in fact no different from “assimilation,” which in essence was saying to young people, “You become like us and then we will accept you.” In that hierarchy, power and dominance unintentionally taint relationships. Even the most benevolent adult who treated a young person as an “adopted child/niece/grandchild” still speaks from a basic position of power. This is not the biblical vision Paul was planting. In adoptive youth ministry we must hold a higher view of our young, while we still recognize that they are in developmental transition and therefore in need of proactive nurture.

2. Maintaining the status quo. “This adoption stuff you’re talking about may be biblical, but it’s also radical. Do you realize this?” This insightful comment came from a senior pastor who was wrestling with the implications of Paul’s theology for congregational life and practice. Adoptive ministry so values the newly included sibling that the community itself knows it must become something new. To live into our mutual adoption in Christ brings a fresh look to the way we staff, structure, and program our life together. The more we allow the Bible to teach us, the more disruptive it will be to our way of “doing church.”

3. Doing away with targeted programming. While every adoptive system must adapt, I do not advocate for making sweeping, wholesale changes without a thorough and prayerful process that includes careful, communal reflection. In fact, much of the programming we have in place may actually be enhanced were we to take our place and status together seriously. So many, especially our most vulnerable subgroups (e.g., youth and children’s ministry, but also senior adult and single ministries) must be given opportunities for safe and welcoming relational environments and experiences in order to be effectively welcomed into the larger community of faith. Targeted population ministries provide such safe places, but members must never be satisfied to remain only there. The challenge, then, is to see these structures as gateways into a greater experience of unity in the body, guarding against a functional “we/they” separation.

WHAT ADOPTIVE YOUTH MINISTRY IS
Many practitioners and thought leaders have come to recognize the value of practices that draw God’s people into more intentional connection with one another. For example, the Fuller Youth Institute’s Sticky Faith research has helped scores of churches encourage parents and congregations to take a more active role in a young person’s faith journey. Parental partnership with youth ministry and intentional intergenerational opportunities are good examples of adoptive youth ministry in action. However, without a foundational

A MOSAIC OF ADOPTION
I remember having hard conversations, as a Doctor of Ministry student, with professor Chap Clark and my cohort about “assimilation” being elevated as a primary goal of youth ministry. Assimilation was a tough word to stomach, because it dragged along with it the pain of having to become like “them” to be let in. Adoption, however, is different. Rather than making someone change, adoption means embracing them for who they are. Across cultures, ethnicities, denominations, and generations, everyone wants to be embraced.

As a pastor of a historic African American church, it is easy for me to explain adoption. My congregation understands being part of a disenfranchised people group. They understand wanting to be “celebrated, not tolerated.” Yet while we accept it culturally and philosophically, we struggle to execute it generationally. Convincing people who sometimes feel powerless to share their power with those who are even more powerless than themselves is a tough task. Yet we push through it.

Our youth lead out in praise and worship and our mature saints relish singing “timeless” hymns, which my young people have calculated are around 400 years old. The colors of the different identities, personalities, generations, and cultures form a beautiful mosaic. To be honest, we are not always one big happy family, but we are definitely a family—“his adopted children through Jesus Christ because of his love” (Ephesians 1:5 CEB).

Andrea King (DMin ’11) is senior pastor of 16th Street Seventh-day Adventist Church in San Bernardino, California.
theological grounding from which to develop, these and other programs can easily devolve into mere programs among many others. Adoptive youth ministry provides a basic theological core from which strategy and programs emerge. Having this philosophical center, intergenerational relationships then become contextual applications for living out mutual adoption in Christ.

Adoptive ministry, therefore, is the following:

1. **Living into our mutual adoption in Christ.** Adoptive youth ministry does not seek to encourage adults to “adopt” kids, but rather to remind each member to live into their own story of adoption within the family of adopted siblings. The gospel is the great leveler. All have been lost, all have been orphaned, and we all are powerless to rescue ourselves without the saving mercy of God to bring us back home as his children (John 1:12, again note the plural). So a 75-year-old former banker is an adopted son of God living in a family among other sons and daughters of God, and as such he has been given the blessing of a sibling relationship with a 15-year-old daughter of the King. He must not treat her as a surrogate grandchild, or even daughter, but rather with the respect and inclusion of a fellow sinner saved by grace and given the gift of adoption, just like him. This, in and of itself, changes everything. Youth ministry people have known this for decades: the 75-year-old man needs his 15-year-old “little sister” every bit as much as she needs him.

2. **Adults being intentional about voice, empowerment, and inclusion for the young.** Our dean in Fuller’s School of Theology, Joel B. Green, notes that in the Gospel of Luke, “Jesus’ mission [opens] the way for the inclusion of people in God’s kingdom, who otherwise have no apparent claim on God.” Every congregation contains those who feel “included” and those who do not. Those who hold the power, whether formally or environmentally, have greater responsibility to both nurture and empower vulnerable sisters and brothers into maturity and thriving. Again, intergenerational ministry programs can be life changing for both the old and the young, but all too often these types of initiatives break down because the adults feel slighted that the young do not initiate with them. A commitment to adoptive ministry means that adults, regardless of age, must be trained and equipped to think like older siblings who also are charged with the ministry of nurture and empowerment. It is not up to the outsider to seek inclusion with the more mature, which is a common fallacy perpetuated in the church. Rather, older siblings have the responsibility to guide and serve younger siblings.

3. **Understanding the role of leadership in the adoptive church.** I have always wondered why most of the Reformers were so exegetically careful with so many of the excesses of the dominant church, but somehow left in place the hierarchy and subsequent separation of leadership from laity. This obviously deserves deeper consideration, but one thing is certain. Throughout the New Testament, leadership is not a permit for those in power to stand above or even separate from the congregation, but rather is a call to a servant’s role based on gifts, history, and communal affirmation to perform two functions (aside from direct ecclesial duties, such as sacraments): maintain the continuity of the gospel and ensure the integrity of the body (e.g., Acts 2:42 and Acts 6:1–6). This means that a deacon, elder, or pastor is different in role but not status in the household of God. In a fallen world, the Scriptures make clear that we all need each other, and we all have various gifts and resources to contribute (1 Corinthians 12). Leaders therefore must take the lead in modeling, teaching, and equipping the adopted siblings of God to live together in unity and love.

I offer adoptive youth ministry, then, as a grounding biblical and theological metaphor that can guide us to a greater awareness of and sensitivity
toward one another in Christ. As young people grow, they need their parents to be equipped, and they need the body of Jesus Christ to both nurture and empower them as full participants in the kingdom of God. Using the familial language of Scripture levels the playing field in a hierarchical world, reimagines the value of the young, the disconnected, and the vulnerable, and draws God’s people together as siblings in a world of radical isolation and generational atomization. As Fuller professor Dennis Guernsey wrote in 1982:

The church of the first century was called to leave their earthly familial allegiances and to bond to one another as the new family of God. The revolutionary impact of the first-century church was their love for one another as Christ had commanded them. The need for the church in the [21st] century is to respond as they responded. We are the church and we are family. Let us get on with our business. 

ENDNOTES

1. Although both of these distinctive historical markers of youth ministry, “Jesus” and “kids,” have led us into greater depth in our grounding of youth ministry and have given rise to significant discussion regarding what we mean by “Jesus” and who qualifies as a “kid.”
You, tech-savvy, fashion-forward people in their 20s seem to be the envy of both young and old. So why would we wonder where they fit in our world today? As I have been researching, pastoring, and parenting “twentysomethings,” it has become evident that this group is having a hard time fitting into our social structures, our churches, and our families. They don’t lack the desire to fit in; they lack the navigational resources, markers, and support to find their way in an adult world.

In popular literature, I read of twenty-somethings (or “Millennials”) as both the problem and the hope for the future. I talk with parents who are faced with unanticipated questions and emotions as their kids “boomerang” home after graduating college, choose jobs outside their majors, and delay marriage and parenting plans. I consult with Christian leaders who perpetually ask in hushed voices, “Where have they gone, and how do we get them back?” So maybe the question of fit has some merit, although I propose we frame the question in more helpful ways.

It is likely that this group can’t and won’t fit the existing assumptions of previous generations, the traditional trajectories toward adulthood, or the participatory expectations of faith communities. This has drawn tremendous worry, suspicion, and even blame from adults. What emerging adults need, however, is greater understanding. This understanding may be trickier than we think, because to generalize any group of people fails to appreciate the uniqueness and complexity of each person. If, however, we acknowledge this limitation and resist stereotyping, then we can shed light on some of the common aspects of young people in their 20s that may bring both better understanding and appreciation of their particular journeys.

In Christian contexts this is especially important. When adults accuse young people of “leaving church,” we often misinterpret the dynamics of what might actually be occurring. As a result, uninformed accusations foster shame instead of grace, blame instead of love, and division instead of unity. Inadvertently, parents, church leaders, and employers proclaim a gospel that limits grace, makes love conditional, and segments relationships. The oneness for which Jesus prays requires us to live in the light of incarnation by inhabiting emerging adult spaces and seeking to understand them on their terms (John 17; Philippians 2). This posture will require both courage and a renewed imagination toward what we call them, how we see them, and how we support them.

WHERE DO TWENTYSOMETHINGS FIT IN OUR WORLD TODAY?

Steven C. Argue

Steven C. Argue is assistant professor of youth, family, and culture at Fuller Seminary and applied research strategist for the Fuller Youth Institute. He is a nationally recognized speaker, author, researcher, and thought leader on adolescent and emerging adult spirituality and ministry. Argue has worked in academic, church, and parachurch contexts, and uses his experience and research to coach churches on formational approaches, teaching and learning, and internship strategies. He and his wife Jennifer, a therapist, have three adolescent and emerging adult daughters.

WHAT SHOULD WE CALL THEM?

What if we started by not calling them twentysomethings? Besides sounding generically dismissive (what is a “something”?), this term also fails to capture the multifaceted nature of the lives and challenges young people face. Some researchers have tried to do better by naming this group “Millennials,” drawing from generational theory for help. Millennials are described as individuals born between approximately 1980 and 2000. Their parents are often Gen-Xers and their grandparents, Boomers. Generation Z (also called iGen, Post-Millennials, Centennials, or Plurals) follow them. Millennials are often described culturally as having certain attitudes about work, technology, politics, and religion. Depending on one’s perspective, the term Millennial is used to evoke hope or disdain. When we draw sharp distinctions between generations, however, we risk creating too much or too little hope in the “next” generation. Adults then often superimpose expec-
tations upon a younger generation that lead to lamenting “young people these days,” or selectively reminiscing about their own past with words like “When I was your age . . .” The moment adults utter these phrases, they’ve betrayed the unique aspects of young peoples’ journeys today. The biggest challenge with using the Millennial label is that it remains too broad, missing the uniqueness within this group (currently ages 16–36) and downplaying developmental, cultural, and life-stage differences.

If not twentysomethings or Millennials, what term might help us better define this season? “Emerging adulthood” is a phrase coined by Jeffrey Arnett that describes a unique stage of development for those ages 18 to 26. Emerging adults—those who no longer consider themselves adolescents, but have yet to see themselves as adults—predominantly live in post-industrial societies where the cultural norms for marrying, having children, or entering a career are delayed. This identified developmental period has emerged in academic research more recently, as young people have reported needing more training to enter the workforce and thus delaying both marriage and childbearing, choices that afford them more options and autonomy during this period of their lives. Developmentally, emerging adults report not feeling like adults and being somewhat resistant to the constraints associated with adulthood. Arnett has identified five main features of emerging adulthood, as (1) the age of identity exploration, trying out various possibilities—especially in love and work; (2) the age of instability; (3) the most self-focused period of life; (4) the age of feeling in between, in transition, and neither adolescent nor adult; and (5) the age of possibilities, when hopes flourish and when these individuals have an unparalleled opportunity to transform their lives and focus them more specifically.1

HOW SHALL WE SEE THEM?
When we acknowledge the unique period emerging adults navigate to find their fit, we see that they have more opportunities than ever; they have more worries as they navigate their unstable lives and unstable world; they have more need to focus on themselves because they feel isolated and stressed; they have more ambiguity as they live in between adolescence and adulthood with few defined cultural markers; and they have more optimism despite their life challenges. As a result, they need more education and more time to prepare for adulthood: they are more cautious of lasting relationships because they have seen many adults’ relationships fail; and they need more time to become financially independent because they are burdened by student loans, low-paying jobs, and limited career options. Thus, the adult markers valued by previous generations—getting a job, getting married, or parenthood—are not the measures emerging adults use for reaching adulthood. Adulthood arrives when they are able to accept responsibility for their actions, make independent decisions, and become financially independent. These goals drive emerging adults’ trajectories and become important interpretive lenses for their actions.

LET’S SUPPORT, NOT FIX
When we understand the developmental, sociological, and theological opportunities and challenges facing emerging adults, we better support them. Support, however, must resist “fixing” emerging adults. Instead, it calls for all adults to critically self-reflect on their own lives and consider how emerging adults’ perspectives shed light on their own worldviews. While this piece only presents high-level considerations, it might offer starting points for your home, church, or workplace.

Parents, remember that faith and struggle are contagious.2 The good news for parents is that emerging adults’ relationships with their parents typically are better than when they were adolescents. While these findings are hopeful, the anxiety of parenting (my wife and I included!) doesn’t disappear after high school graduation. Anxieties only shift as we hope our kids will make good choices, find their own paths, and take the best of their upbringing into their own lives. Often the frustration and anxiety parents feel isn’t because their kids are doing something wrong, it’s because parents’ own lives and faith perspectives are being challenged. When our children struggle emotionally, relationally, and spiritually, we struggle too. There is a certain contagiousness to faith. The ways our emerging adult children question, struggle, and live into their faith journeys evokes our own questions, struggles, and lifestyle choices. The temptation is to solve their problems so that we feel better instead of addressing the formational work we may need to address. As a parent, where do I need to let go, grow in my own worldview, and take my own steps of faith? Try this: Be open to hearing your emerging adult child’s views, questions, and longings. Ask them about their perspectives, and before you try to correct them, take inventory of your own emotions and beliefs. What might their questions, outlooks, and struggles teach you about your own faith journey?3

Churches, remember that religion and spirituality are relational. In my own research,
it became apparent that for many college undergraduates (younger emerging adults), their intellectual spiritual struggles were most felt relationally. In other words, emerging adults hesitated to share doubt for fear of disappointing the adults and leaders in their home churches. They also expressed frustration because their churches failed to see them beyond their gender or marital status. Programmatic limitations kept these emerging adults from staying connected with their churches and inspired them to find other communities where they could make spiritual and relational meaning. Many of these same churches have responded with questions like, “Why are you leaving us?”—only adding insult to emerging adults’ already-vulnerable dispositions. Churches must reimagine and redefine their relationships with emerging adults. Emerging adults are seeking connection beyond prefabricated programmatic categories. They have more to offer and more to benefit from our faith communities if churches welcome not only their attendance, but also their ideas, questions, and relationships. Try this: Instead of inviting emerging adults to join your church’s existing programs, ask them, “Where do you see injustice in our world? What can we do to support your vision to address this challenge?” Emphasize grassroots participation over programmatic attendance.

Employers, remember that for emerging adults, work is self-narrating. Gone are the days when employees dedicate lifelong work to a company that promises to take care of them with a guaranteed pension! I know a fellow scholar who teaches college seniors in a capstone course. He teaches that they must advocate for themselves and continue to develop their skills because jobs are not “sure things” and our knowledge economy is perpetually demanding lifelong self-improvement. Emerging adults are often accused of being disloyal to companies that promise them little. I have found that in the internship programs I have developed and run, emerging adults are looking to work for something they believe in and for mentors who can give them feedback both on their work and on themselves. Employers, including churches, will best develop emerging leaders if they are willing to hire and mentor the whole person. Try this: Commit to investing time in emerging adults to talk about their work and their lives in order to assist their pursuit toward work/life integration. This may require you to reimagine the metrics you use to define success and professional development.

Emerging adults are doing just that: emerging into adulthood. Their emerging journey to find their adult fit has unique, increased challenges and opportunities that need our understanding and support. Helping them fit in society, therefore, doesn’t mean fixing them. In fact, they can fit right where they are. With the right support, their emerging adult quests can be investments into their adult futures. With the right posture, their lives can inspire and challenge the worldviews of adults, churches, and communities. With the right vision, we can embody good news for all and risk being the supportive new community the church is called to be.

This is good news for emerging adults. This is good news for everyone.

ENDNOTES
3. I give credit for this concept of “contagious” faith and struggle to A. Astin, H. Astin, J. Lindholm, A. Bryant, S. Calderone, and K. Szelenyi, “The Spiritual Life of College Students: A National Study of College Students’ Search for Meaning and Purpose” (Los Angeles: UCLA Higher Education Research Institute, 2003). They discuss the relational aspect of faith between peers. I believe this also contributes to the parent-child relationship.
6. For another brief piece on what it means for churches to define their relationships with emerging adults, see Steven C. Argue, “It’s Time to Define the Relationship with Our Emerging Adults” (September 2014), http://youthspecialties.com/blog/its-time-to-define-the-relationship-with-our-emerging-adults.
“Directly or indirectly, psalms have always been the backbone of Christian worship and liturgy. They have been chanted, sung, read responsively, versified, and paraphrased. They have inspired not only poems and classic hymns, but also praise choruses and Christian rock and roll.”

John Thompson, professor of historical theology, from his book Reading the Bible with the Dead: What You Can Learn from the History of Exegesis that You Can’t Learn from Exegesis Alone. After the imposition of ashes during Fuller’s Ash Wednesday service, attendees used artwork by Kathe Kollwitz (“Lament,” 1938–1940, image of bronze relief; pictured above) to reflect on lament and praise, reflection and gratitude—the range of emotions found in the Psalms.

This content is curated from ongoing conversations taking place throughout the Fuller community. Visit this Voice section on Fuller.edu/Studio for links to full videos, articles, and more.
"We don’t spend a whole lot of time in church telling one another what God has done for us in the past week and rejoicing, and we don’t spend time in our churches telling God how terrible life has been in the past week and asking him to do something about it."

—John Goldingay, David Allan Hubbard Professor of Old Testament, in a classroom lecture on the Psalms.

Listen to the first of his Psalms lectures online. Pictured: Dr. Goldingay lecturing on the voice of God in Scripture at the 2016 LA Theology Conference.

“Bill Pannell, professor emeritus of preaching, rests under a bronze plaque with a verse from the Psalms: “God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.” These plaques, burnished after years of hanging in Fuller Pasadena’s Prayer Garden, quietly accompany students and the wider community as they enter the garden for reflection and refuge.

“We’ve got to bring our worship into the kind of richness and balance we find in the Psalms.”
Eugene Peterson
Pastor and writer of The Message

“According to the Psalms, the primary use of prayer is not for expressing ourselves but for becoming ourselves—and we cannot do that alone.”

Mark Labberton
President, Fuller Seminary

“The Psalms are a wonderful invitation to live a full humanity before God that encompasses every feeling and thought we can imagine having.”

Mike McNichols
Director, Fuller Orange County

“The church prays the Psalms in solidarity with that great cloud of witnesses that has gone before us. They were the prayers of Jesus before they were ever ours, and now we pray those prayers with him.”

Johnny Ramírez-Johnson
Professor of Intercultural Studies

“The Psalms are words of anguish framed by faith and words of praise framed by love. They are a holy ‘novela’ that helps me praise God and feed my soul!”

Cynthia Eriksson
Associate Professor of Psychology

“There are moments in life when we do not see the hopeful side, and it seems impossible to hold onto God’s goodness. We need to have space for lament.”

Tony Hale
Award-winning actor and friend of Fuller

“Sometimes when I pray, I have no idea what to say. The Psalms become a holy cheat sheet.”

Oliver Crisp
Professor of Systematic Theology

“The Psalms are the prayer-book of the Church. No other book of the Bible has been prayed and sung as much as the Psalms, and no wonder: they run the whole gamut of human experience.”

John Goldingay
Professor of Old Testament

“The Psalms make it possible to say things that are otherwise unsayable. They have the capacity to free us to talk about things that we cannot talk about anywhere else.”

Laura Harbert
Assistant Professor of Psychology

“In the Psalms we hold together hope and joy and gratitude for God’s goodness right along with despair, confusion, anger, and grief. It’s a picture of real life with God that makes sense to me as a psychologist and pastor.”

David Taylor
Director of Brehm Texas

“When we sing the Psalms, we get a taste of what it means to have our emotions ordered to the kind of true humanity that characterizes Christ’s life.”

Erin Dufault-Hunter
Assistant Professor of Christian Ethics

“Praying the Psalms trains our tongues to relish righteousness and gag at injustice. We learn to speak for the brokenhearted while we savor the still-evident beauty of this fractured world.”

Bono
Activist and lead singer of music band U2

“In the dressing room before a show, we would read the Psalms as a band and then walk out into arenas and stadiums—the words igniting us, inspiring us.”
“Tera rah ess, dharti ute, Ya Rab jata javey,
Sab qoma vich, teri mukti, saf pechani jave
Barkat devay, Chehra apna, sahdey tey chamkavay.
apna rehim vakhaway”

(May your ways, on earth, oh God, be known
Your salvation, among all nations, proclaim to everyone
May he bless us, turn his face to us, and may he shine on us
May he show his mercy)
“There by the Mississippi, by the waters of Huck and Jim—there we sat down and wept when we remembered Michael Brown, and all the others. On the stop signs and lampposts, on all the parking meters—there we hung up our hearts. For there our captors taunted us, and our tormentors shoved their weapons in our guts and in our faces, telling us to keep the peace; be respectful; sing a hymn! But how could we sing here and now in what has become for us—in what has always been for us—a foreign land?”

---

+ from “Psalm 137 for Israel in Ferguson,” a contextual translation of the Psalm written by Richard Erickson, associate professor of New Testament.

Pictured below are members of the first Fuller Formation Group at their inaugural retreat weekend. Learn more about these groups at Fuller.edu/FormationGroups.
Reading Tips for the Psalms

1. The Whole Psalm
Pay attention to the whole of a psalm, not just to the parts of a psalm.

2. Consistency
Read the Psalms consistently, rather than occasionally and sporadically.

3. Internal Coherence
Pay attention to the coherence of a psalm or a section of psalms, so that they’re not fragmented or reflective of our immediate and self-absorbed interest.

4. Read Aloud
Read the Psalms out loud, not just silently.

5. Together Now
Read and sing and pray the Psalms together, not just alone.

6. The Communal “I”
Pay attention to the Psalter’s “hospitable ‘I’” and its “intimate communal” sense, rather than allowing it to devolve into individualism or an impersonal communalism.

7. Metaphors
Immerse yourself in the metaphors that the psalmist employs, rather than remaining distant and detached from them.

8. Look at the Canon
Pay attention to the placement and role of the psalms in the biblical canon, rather than viewing them as isolated and idiosyncratic.

 Resources

Worship That Changes Lives: Multidisciplinary and Congregational Perspectives on Spiritual Transformation
Alexis D. Abernethy (Baker Academic, 2008)

Word Biblical Commentary: Psalm 101–150
Leslie C. Allen (Thomas Nelson, 1983)

Word Biblical Themes: Psalms
Leslie C. Allen (W Pub Group, 1987)

Psalms for Everyone, Part 1: Psalms 1–72
John Goldingay (Westminster John Knox, 2013)

Psalms for Everyone, Part 2: Psalms 73–150
John Goldingay (Westminster John Knox, 2014)

Psalms, Vol. 1: Psalms 1–41 (Baker Commentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and Psalms)
John Goldingay (Baker Academic, 2006)

John Goldingay (Baker Academic, 2007)

Psalms, Vol. 3: Psalms 90–150 (Baker Commentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and Psalms)
John Goldingay (Baker Academic, 2008)

Psalms for God’s People: A Bible Commentary for Laymen
Robert K. Johnston (Baker Publishing Group, 1982)

Praying Curses: The Therapeutic and Preaching Value of the Imprecatory Psalms
Daniel Michael Nehrbass (Pickwick Publications, 2013)

Available Classes

Old Testament Introduction with J. A. Riley
Old Testament Theology Seminar with Mignon Jacobs
Writings of the Old Testament with John Goldingay
"In Christ, we are bound to one another, even to those whose views diverge from our own. Unlike others who might pursue secular politics as an end in itself or as a way of assuring their significance, we are already assured of our destiny because God has secured it by Christ’s work: complete shalom will one day come. Such knowledge frees us to address difficult issues in the present with humility, trusting that by God’s grace, good will come of our desire to be faithful to God and to neighbor. Even out of our rivalries, Christ can create both a church and a society that embody more closely the coming kingdom of God.”

Erin Dufault-Hunter, assistant professor of Christian ethics, in an essay available online. Whether it’s an interfaith panel or “die-in” demonstration (pictured at right), a protest march or discussion about women in leadership (above), Fuller is committed to civil dialogue among those who agree or disagree—a commitment that has always been part of our ethos, as reflected in words on the following pages from our early presidents. In this election season and at all times, Fuller seeks to be a place where issues and differing beliefs can be expressed, heard, and responded to with kindness and Christlike grace.

This content is curated from ongoing conversations taking place throughout the Fuller community. Visit this Voice section on Fuller.edu/Studio for links to full videos, articles, and more.
“The seminary should inculcate on its students an attitude of tolerance and forgiveness toward individuals whose doctrinal convictions are at variance with those that inhere in the institution itself. . . . Whoever meditates on the mystery of his own life will quickly realize why only God, the searcher of the secrets of the heart, can pass final judgment. We cannot judge what we have no access to. The self is a swirling conflict of fears, impulses, sentiments, interests, allergies, and foibles. It is a metaphysical given for which there is no easy rational explanation. Now, if we cannot unveil the mystery of our own motives and affections, how much less can we unveil the mystery in others?”


“Jesus is a model of civility, of convicted civility. He associates with harlots and with corrupt tax collectors and other ‘sinners’ in the culture, and yet it’s very clear that Jesus did not approve of prostitution or of compliance with the economic practices of the Roman Empire. Jesus reached out to people, but in none of that was he sacrificing convictions about what is right, what is good, what is true. And some of his harshest judgments were for people who were very condemnatory toward other people and not aware of their own sin or their own shortcomings.”

+ Edward Carnell, Fuller’s second president (1954–1959), from his inauguration address.

“Jesus is a model of civility, of convicted civility. He associates with harlots and with corrupt tax collectors and other ‘sinners’ in the culture, and yet it’s very clear that Jesus did not approve of prostitution or of compliance with the economic practices of the Roman Empire. Jesus reached out to people, but in none of that was he sacrificing convictions about what is right, what is good, what is true. And some of his harshest judgments were for people who were very condemnatory toward other people and not aware of their own sin or their own shortcomings.”


“The seminary should inculcate on its students an attitude of tolerance and forgiveness toward individuals whose doctrinal convictions are at variance with those that inhere in the institution itself. . . . Whoever meditates on the mystery of his own life will quickly realize why only God, the searcher of the secrets of the heart, can pass final judgment. We cannot judge what we have no access to. The self is a swirling conflict of fears, impulses, sentiments, interests, allergies, and foibles. It is a metaphysical given for which there is no easy rational explanation. Now, if we cannot unveil the mystery of our own motives and affections, how much less can we unveil the mystery in others?”

+ Edward Carnell, Fuller’s second president (1954–1959), from his inauguration address.
“The interesting thing about a promised land culture is that in the conditions of a shared vision, it’s possible for us to tolerate for ourselves and our neighbors a kind of complacency that suggests we can get by with less discipline and peculiarity. But if we actually believe that Christian identity is meant to be the light and salt of the world and is therefore meant to be enacted and embodied, then suddenly our faith needs to surge forward toward these places of collision, disagreement, violence, anxiety, injustice, and suffering. That is the very nature of the identity of the people of God.”

— Mark Labberton, president of Fuller Seminary, from his comments at the “Turbulent Church in the 21st Century” event.

“My dear friends, we must come to terms with our racial and ethnic and gender differences as a church. . . . Until this happens, the turbulent church will continue to manifest a defeated and dichotomistic character that produces the kind of disparities and injustices experienced in the very society we’re trying to reach out to.”

— Oscar García-Johnson, associate dean for the Center for the Study of Hispanic Church and Community, at the “Turbulent Church in the 21st Century,” an ecumenical gathering held in Chicago to discuss politics, society, and the church. More available online.
“We place social and political action and advocacy within the framework of the church’s role as caring pastor to society—and within the framework of the teachings of Jesus that ground this vision. At our best, Christians vote, lobby, campaign, meet with political leaders, and become such leaders themselves as a natural outflow of our pastoral concern for the social good under the sovereignty of God who loves all persons. We are alerted to the brokenness, need, and injustice through ministry with people or awareness of their needs, and care for such persons then moves us, in part, toward politics.”

+ Glen Stassen, the late professor of Christian ethics at Fuller, and David Gushee, in their book Kingdom Ethics: Following Jesus in Contemporary Context.

“Now, as we discern the political roles our churches should play as part of the wider communities of our places, we must certainly not romanticize the political systems of the US. They are not the sole mediator of the political life of Christian communities. Their tendencies to reduce people to voting units or blocs, to bundle political concerns together in incoherent platforms, and to justify unjustifiable sacrifices are symptomatic of the systems’ limits, particularly as the political scale reaches the national and money saturates political processes. The church is called to embody a life-giving political community with or without a healthy political system in its places to give it further expression, and sometimes the church must openly refuse politically established strictures on its political calling. Rather than merely choosing from among the political options, the church must always be involved in generating new options.”

+ Tommy Givens, assistant professor of New Testament studies, from “The Church’s Role in the World,” a forthcoming essay in Precepts, republished on FULLER studio with their permission.

“We place social and political action and advocacy within the framework of the church’s role as caring pastor to society—and within the framework of the teachings of Jesus that ground this vision. At our best, Christians vote, lobby, campaign, meet with political leaders, and become such leaders themselves as a natural outflow of our pastoral concern for the social good under the sovereignty of God who loves all persons. We are alerted to the brokenness, need, and injustice through ministry with people or awareness of their needs, and care for such persons then moves us, in part, toward politics.”

+ Willie Jennings (MDiv ’87), associate professor of theology at Duke Divinity School, at the “Turbulent Church in the 21st Century” ecumenical event.

“I used to avoid preaching on topics that had political implications. It didn’t seem to be worth the grief. The people that agreed with me would leave church no different than when they came, and the folks who disagreed with me would too easily ignore the sermon. But then the Holy Spirit (coming in the voice of my wife) challenged me. Do I believe that what we believe should influence how we vote? Of course. And do I believe that sermons should help people clarify their beliefs? Yes. Then shouldn’t our sermons talk about politics? Well, okay. We can either assume that the beliefs that affect voting are so private that the preacher should never talk about them, or we are going to have to find a way to preach about faith and politics without alienating people.”

+ Scott Cormode, director of innovation and professor of leadership, in an essay reflecting on his experience preaching about politics at his church, available online.
“We want to learn from responsible critics, to open ourselves to review and to renewal. Institutional smugness must not be our posture. We are members of Christ’s Body, open to the counsel and influence of other Christians. If those who question the stance of Fuller in any area of our faith or mission are more in touch with the meaning of God’s Word and the needs of God’s world than we are, we must learn from them. We are ready to engage in theological discussion with responsible representatives of other points of view on any terms that seem fruitful and that are compatible with the educational and spiritual goals of Fuller.”

—David Allan Hubbard, Fuller’s third president (1963–1993), from his notable address on the “Good Ship Fuller.”

“... We must be objective enough to look into the opposing political ideologies to identify principles that align with our faith, adopt and affirm them, while rejecting those that conflict with our faith and beliefs. The fact of the matter is that both the liberal and the conservative wings of the American political landscape contain elements we can agree and disagree with.”


CIVILITY IN THE PUBLIC SPHERE

Resources

A Purple State of Mind: Finding Middle Ground in a Divided Culture
Craig Detweiler (Harvest House, 2008)

Multiculturalism: A Shalom Motif for the Christian Community
Chinaka Samuel DomNwachukwu and HeeKap Lee (Wipf & Stock, 2014)

The Dangerous Act of Loving Your Neighbor: Seeing Others Through the Eyes of Jesus
Mark Labberton (IVP Books, 2010)

Uncommon Decency: Christian Civility in an Uncivil World
Richard Mouw (InterVarsity Press, 2010)

Just Peacemaking: Transforming Initiatives for Justice and Peace
Glen Stassen (John Knox Press, 1992)

Available Classes

Discipleship in a Secular Society with Erin Dufault-Hunter
The Theology and Ethics of Martin Luther King Jr. with Hak Joon Lee
Perspectives on Social Ethics with Richard Mouw
Christian Ethics with various faculty
Politics and the Global Church with various faculty
**Principles of Compassionate Communication**

1. Don’t seek controversy or conflict. Pursue respectful honesty where everyone’s voice is heard and valued.

2. Don’t work toward agreement, consensus, or conversion. Work for deepened understanding.

3. When conflict emerges, don’t freeze, fight, or flee. Begin by doing your own work of compassion:
   - stop and breathe
   - identify your own judgmental thoughts
   - connect with your own needs
   - express your feelings and needs

4. Do the work of nourishing empathy:
   - keep listening and questioning until people feel heard
   - don’t stop with hearing ideas; pursue until you hear feelings and needs
   - don’t judge ideas, attitudes, or emotions, but discern the needs that lie beneath them

*From Marshall Rosenberg’s Nonviolent Communication, a book that informs curriculum for Fuller’s Micah Groups. Tim Dearborn, previous director of Micah Groups, suggested that these principles foster courageous conversations “as we persist in this contentious political campaign season with shrill, divisive, fear-mongering voices dominating the media.” Learn more about Micah Groups online.*

*Sponsored by the Office of Spiritual Formation, MDiv students Lauren Grubaugh and Jennifer Guerra led a group of faculty and students on a trip to the security wall dividing California and Mexico (pictured here). Their experience, framed as a “border pilgrimage,” reoriented abstract debates into a human struggle that requires empathy and compassion in the midst of complex political issues.*
“Understanding our culture and Christianity’s relationship to it can only be approached from inside our particular lived situation. Our challenge is not a theoretical one, how to reconcile the idea of Christianity with some theory of culture, but a practical one, how to respond to our particular situation in a way that is consistent with what we know about God’s purposes. We must discover how in practice God’s presence ‘works’ in our cultural situation.”

William Dyrness, professor of theology and culture, in his book The Earth Is God’s: A Theology of American Culture. Responding to “our particular lived situation” informs Fuller’s classes on campus and at immersion courses at such cultural sites as New York City. Interpreting the many messages of Times Square (pictured above, from the New York City immersion course) is not unlike interpreting popular culture—messages to engage both theologically and practically.

This content is curated from ongoing conversations taking place throughout the Fuller community. Visit this Voice section on Fuller.edu/Studio for links to full videos, articles, and more.
“If theology and the Christian faith is going to be intelligible or make sense to anyone in the modern world, it really has to come from a place of being conversant with culture. We need to honor and respect the things we’re engaged in dialogue with just as if it were a person sitting across a coffee table from us. One of the challenges for evangelical Christians is that we’re not very good at being conversationalists. We tend to speak before we listen, and when we do that, we’re not actually hearing what the culture is saying.”

Kutter Callaway, professor of theology and culture, from Watching TV Religiously: Television and Theology in Dialogue. Callaway is pictured here in conversation with actor Morgan Freeman, as part of a television series that aired earlier this year on the National Geographic Channel.

“We need a hermeneutic that includes not only Scripture and the tradition of the church but also cultural receptivity and human experience. . . . Not only can Scripture provide an interpretive grid for our experiences, but our experiences can also become the ‘spectacles’ through which we reread the Scriptures and church tradition, looking for insight from God’s Word that might provide further interpretation and illumination and vice versa.”

Robert K. Johnston, professor of theology and culture and director of the Brehm Center’s Reel Spirituality film initiative, from his book God’s Wider Presence: Reconsidering General Revelation. Pictured: scenes from immersion courses at the Sundance Film Festival (above) and the South by Southwest Festival (right). Read more about these courses online.
Popular culture . . . is the main site for the exchange of ideas in contemporary culture, and it serves as the lingua franca of the postmodern world—if you can’t speak pop, there’s a chance your ideas won’t be heard.”

Barry Taylor, the Brehm Center's Artist-in-Residence, in his book Entertainment Theology, New-Edge Spirituality in a Digital Democracy. Pictured: Taylor spray paints a graffiti art installation at the music and technology festival South by Southwest. Voices from the Fuller community on these pages engage popular culture as a “site for the exchange of ideas” from a variety of perspectives.
STAR WARS + JUSTICE
“Unlike Han Solo, who is looking to leave the rebels and cowards from leadership in an effort to save himself, Luke is eagerly and courageously reborn into a time when the galaxy desperately needs the possibility of what he can become. . . . In this time of rampant egocentrism, in the midst of desperate need and with the world waiting for us to be born, may we act upon the power and command of our spiritual rebirth, may we be born for others and may we be born into action.”

+ Roslyn Hernandez [MDiv student], writing for Think Christian on Star Wars and Walter Brueggemann’s theology of justice.

HIP-HOP + THEOLOGY
“Many hip-hop artists are searching for a God that thinks like they think, that walks like they walk. But a God that smokes like we smoke? You want a blunt-smoking Jesus? That is not a theology—that is the catechism of the irreverent. Still, within that irreverency is something deeper at work. This is an attempt to make God more accessible to those who have been oppressed and who have only seen one symbol of who Jesus is. Hip-hop says, ‘we’re gonna find this element, and we’re going to do so on our own grounds.’”

+ Daniel White Hodge [PhD ’07], in an interview with Brehm Center Program Director Nate Risdon, available online.

World of Warcraft + Moral Development
“There has been an abundance of research examining video games as a potential cause of antisocial or violent behaviors. But is the opposite also true? Is it possible that video games can be a gateway to positive moral transformations and enhanced spiritual consciousness? What are some ways we might go about measuring and assessing gameplay effects on moral development?”

+ Ryan Hornbeck, a postdoctoral researcher with the School of Psychology’s Thrive Center, from his ethnography of players in World of Warcraft, an online video game. Listen to his presentation online.

Superheroes + Mythology
“Cultural ‘texts’ function religiously, so it is important to consider the extent to which this is the case. If we add the fact that culture lays in the background of faith commitment more than is realized, then the boundaries between religion and culture become incredibly blurred. Pop culture (like superheroes) is so often transformative for people, eliciting emotional responses on par with those elicited by religious music or sermons or spiritually intense moments.”


Craft Beer + Community
“Beer is a wonderful catalyst towards community. I’d even argue that beer shows us something of God’s intentions for us. This is especially relevant for those of us in Cascadia. The brewing and drinking of high quality beer (and wine and liquor) has seeped into the culture of Cascadia. Our love for fine drinks, and the celebration that accompanies them, give us a grand glimpse of the wedding feast in the world to come, the celebration of Christ and his bride, the church.”

+ David Arinder, writing for Christ & Cascadia, on the eschatological significance of craft beer culture in the Pacific Northwest.

Sports Stadium + Liturgy
“Sunday evening at the CenturyLink field is the largest and most significant liturgical event in the life of Seattle. . . . The stadium experience appears to indicate that Cascadians long to worship and that they long for community and connection. They long for stories and heroes, songs and rituals. They long to raise their hands, hearts, and voices. They long to be a part of some larger story, some larger experience, relationship, or spectacle.”

+ Matthew Koenig, director of the Fuller Institute for Theology and Northwest Culture, on fan culture and the Seattle Seahawks.
The Altered Egos Conference, a two-day event put on by Fuller's Asian American Center, gathered culture-makers, artists, and writers to consider the importance of representation in pop culture and Asian American identity. Program Director Daniel Lee reflected: “It’s a common theological fallacy to think that our Christian identities replace our racial/ethnic identities as though we can be some neutral abstract persons in Christ. When this misunderstanding is abetted by the lack of representation and misrepresentation of Asian Americans in pop culture, it can lead to many Asian Americans hiding the ‘Asian’ parts of their identity. Asian Americanness becomes their hidden altered ego. This conference explored how recovering one’s Asian American identity can become a source of creativity, insight, and strength for Christian discipleship and calling.”

“The authentic Christ is in tension. It’s not just in tension between Western faith and Eastern culture—it’s tension between anything. It could be between Republicans and Democrats, between socialism and capitalism, it can be between mercy and justice. IT’S IN THAT TENSION THAT THE AUTHENTIC CHRIST APPEARS.”

Graphic novelist Gene Luen Yang (quoted above), keynote speaker at the Asian American Center’s Altered Egos Conference, spoke on American comics, Asian stereotypes, and the importance of representation. Rather than choosing one culture or the other, Yang suggests a balanced approach he ultimately finds in Christ himself. Watch his lecture and more online. Pictured right: an image from his award-winning graphic novel American Born Chinese.

The Altered Egos Conference, a two-day event put on by Fuller’s Asian American Center, gathered culture-makers, artists, and writers to consider the importance of representation in pop culture and Asian American identity. Program Director Daniel Lee reflected: “It’s a common theological fallacy to think that our Christian identities replace our racial/ethnic identities as though we can be some neutral abstract persons in Christ. When this misunderstanding is abetted by the lack of representation and misrepresentation of Asian Americans in pop culture, it can lead to many Asian Americans hiding the ‘Asian’ parts of their identity. Asian Americanness becomes their hidden altered ego. This conference explored how recovering one’s Asian American identity can become a source of creativity, insight, and strength for Christian discipleship and calling.”
“Both in times of tremendous exuberance and in times of my deepest sorrow, I have found art to be a welcome companion on the journey of faith. There are works of art—songs, books, movies, paintings—that serve as significant markers in my life thus far. Haven’t we all got that list of deeply meaningful works of art that we find some deep emotional connection with?”

Nate Risdon, associate director of the Brehm Center, from an interview on faith, art, and leadership available online. Pictured: Nate (far right) walks with immersion course participants through the streets of Austin, Texas, at the South by Southwest music festival.
New Fuller Faculty

JEFFREY A. WALDROP
Director of the David Allan Hubbard Library and Assistant Professor of Church History

Appointed director of the David Allan Hubbard Library in 2015, Jeffrey Waldrop also joined Fuller’s regular faculty as of July 1, 2016. He previously served as affiliate faculty and, since 2007, in various roles for the library. Born and raised in South America and the Caribbean, Waldrop brings to his teaching and leadership a keen interest in intercultural awareness.

Recent Faculty Articles


New Faculty Books

The Reciprocating Self: Human Development in Theological Perspective, 2nd ed.
Jack O. Balswick, Pamela Ebstyne King, and Kevin S. Reimer (IVP Academic, 2016)

Memories, Hopes, and Conversations: Appreciative Inquiry, Misional Engagement, and Congregational Change, 2nd ed.
Mark Lau Branson (Rowman & Littlefield, 2016)

Alms: Charity, Reward, and Atonement in Early Christianity
David J. Downs ( Baylor University Press, 2016)

Modern Art and the Life of a Culture: Religious Impulses of Modernism
William A. Dyrness and Jonathan Anderson (InterVarsity Press, 2016)

Daniel and the Twelve Prophets for Everyone and Lamentations and Ezekiel for Everyone
John Goldingay (Westminster John Knox, 2016)

Spirit and Salvation: A Constructive Christian Theology for the Pluralistic World, Vol. 4
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen (Erdmans, 2016)

Micah Pastoral Formation Curriculum on Social Justice
edited by Hak Joon Lee and Tim Dearborn (Ogilvie Institute, 2016)

edited by Hak Joon Lee (G2G Korea Publishing Co., 2016)
Matt Lumpkin enjoys documenting “moments of harmony,” those unexpected symmetries he discovers in the world—like coworker Jim Rispin, director of Information Technology Services, standing in a Hubbard Library window (above). Combining elements of landscape photography and portraiture, Matt gives an equal focus to subjects and environments and the light that holds the moment together: “Photography woke me up to the beauty in the light changing around us all the time.” See his work throughout this issue (pages 2–3, 11, 30–31), in a brief virtual gallery online at Fuller.edu/Studio, and at mattlumpkin.com.
**Benediction:** Acts that Speak the Good Word

At least once a week David Stassen spends his day visiting friends at Fuller’s Pasadena campus. Getting up early, he walks 15 minutes to the corner of Allen and Orange Grove to board the number 40 bus. Exiting at Walnut and Los Robles, he begins his rounds at the offices of Student Life and Services, Disability Services, Building Services, Archives Bookstore, Coffee by the Books, Communications, Marketing, and Admissions—and sometimes others.

David’s visits date back to when his father, Glen Stassen, began teaching ethics at Fuller in 1997, and have continued steadily even since his father’s passing two years ago. “Fuller is a pleasant place to be and a good place to hang out,” David says. “I enjoy being able to be with so many good people who are here.”

Those good people include Bethany Fox, director of Student Services. David, who is fluent in German, helped her translate writings of Dietrich Bonhoeffer for her PhD. Moreover, his passion for transit systems and technology have translated into specific travel advice for her, which she reciprocates with dinner recommendations. For six years, Bethany did her PhD work under Glen Stassen, and, after his passing, “it was good to be able to talk about my own grief with David and have him talk about his grief, too,” she recalls.

David’s mother, Dorothy, who works in the Hubbard Library, explains the unique relationship between her son and the people at Fuller he visits: “His community,” she says, “is Fuller and our church.” She notes that David was completely silent until he was three, but “you’d never know that because he’s a great talker now!”

David stops by the Communications, Marketing, and Admissions office where he occasionally helps Vice President Irene Neller brainstorm for press releases. “He’s a Fuller encyclopedia,” says Irene. “He has a wealth of knowledge about all of the presidents.”

One of David’s favorite stories is when Irene threw a surprise party for his birthday. “That was kind of a neat little thing, that they thought it would be nice to throw a little party for me!” he recalls. “That made me feel, I don’t know, appreciated.”

The chance to be of some help is what gives his visits purpose, which becomes clear as David elaborates: “I’m the kind of person who’s always trying to be helpful to other people. I like to come up with solutions for things. If they like it, fine; if they don’t, fine. But I’m always trying to be helpful in one way or another.”

---

**What is Fuller?**

Fuller Theological Seminary is one of the world’s most influential evangelical institutions, the largest multidenominational seminary, and a leading voice for faith, civility, and justice in the global church and wider culture. With deep roots in orthodoxy and branches in innovation, we are committed to forming Christian women and men to be faithful, courageous, innovative, collaborative, and fruitful leaders who will make an exponential impact for Jesus in any context.

**¿Qué es Fuller?**

El Seminario Teológico Fuller es una de las instituciones evangélicas más influyentes del mundo, el seminario teológico más grande, y una voz principal para la fe, la cortesía (civility en inglés) y la justicia en la iglesia global y la cultura en general. Con raíces profundas en la ortodoxia y surcos en innovación, estamos comprometidos a formar mujeres y hombres cristianos a ser fieles, valientes, innovadores, colaboradores y líderes de éxito que tendrán un impacto exponencial para Jesús en cualquier contexto.

Fuller offers 18 degree programs at 6 campuses—with Spanish, Korean, and online options—through our Schools of Theology, Psychology, and Intercultural Studies, as well as 20 centers, institutes, and initiatives. Approximately 4,000 students from 90 countries and 110 denominations enroll in our programs annually, and our 43,000 alumni have been called to serve as ministers, counselors, teachers, artists, nonprofit leaders, businesspersons, and in a multitude of other vocations around the world.

**¿Qué es Fuller?**

El Seminario Teológico Fuller es una de las instituciones evangélicas más influyentes del mundo, el seminario teológico más grande, y una voz principal para la fe, la cortesía (civility en inglés) y la justicia en la iglesia global y la cultura en general. Con raíces profundas en la ortodoxia y surcos en innovación, estamos comprometidos a formar mujeres y hombres cristianos a ser fieles, valientes, innovadores, colaboradores y líderes de éxito que tendrán un impacto exponencial para Jesús en cualquier contexto.

Fuller ofrece 18 programas de estudio en 6 localidades—con opciones en Español, Coreano, y clases en línea—a través de nuestras facultades de Teología, Psicología y Estudios Interculturales juntamente con 20 centros, institutos e iniciativas. Aproximadamente 4,000 estudiantes de 90 países y 110 denominaciones ingresan anualmente a nuestros programas y nuestros 43,000 ex alumnos y ex alumnas han aceptado el llamado a servir en el ministerio, la consejería, educación, las artes, en organizaciones sin fines de lucro, los negocios y una multitud de diferentes vocaciones alrededor del mundo.

---

**from Brandon Hook, MAT student and graphic designer at FULLER studio.**
풀러는 어떤 신학교인가?

풀러신학교는 오늘날 세계에서 가장 영향력을 미치고 있는 복음주의 기관들 중 하나이나 가장 큰 신학교로서, 지구촌 교회 내에서와 다양한 문화 속에서 믿음, 시민교양, 정의를 위한 선도적 목소리가 되고 있습니다. 정통신앙에 깊이 뿌리 넣고 혁신의 가지를 뻗어가는 가운데, 우리는 그리스도인 형제 자매들이 신실하고, 용기 있고, 혁신적이고, 상호협력하고, 열매를 맺는 리더들이 되어 어떤 상황에서도 예수님을 위해 폭발적인 영향력을 미칠 수 있도록 준비하시는 데 전념하고 있습니다.

FULLER SEMINARY
Main Campus/Pasadena, Fuller Online, Fuller Arizona, Fuller Bay Area, Fuller Northwest, Fuller Orange County, Fuller Texas

LEARN MORE
fuller.edu / 800.2Fuller

@fullerseminary
facebook.com/fullerseminary
youtube.com/fullerseminary
@fullerseminary

Festival of Beginnings
September 28 | Pasadena, California | 10:00 am

Experience: Fuller - Prospective Student Day
October 26 | Pasadena, California

Missiology Lectures
“Dynamics of Contemporary Muslim Societies: Christian Theological and Missiological Implications”
November 3–4 | Pasadena, California

MLK Celebration
With James Cameron Carter
January 18–19, 2017 | Pasadena, California

Culture Care: Creating Beauty in Exile & Festival of Worship
With Mako Fujimura, Mark Labberton, and others
February 8–12, 2017 | Pasadena, California

Integration Symposium
With Steve Sandage
February 15–17, 2017 | Pasadena, California

Experience: Fuller - Prospective Student Day
March 1 | Pasadena, California

Justice Matters
March 16 | Fourth Presbyterian Church | Chicago, Illinois

Payton Lectures
With Kenda Dean
April 26-27 | Pasadena, California

For more: fuller.edu/events
ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE WELL

Many congregations and families are eager for a deeper understanding and wider set of tools to help them journey with teenagers and emerging adults. With guidance and teaching from expert faculty like Kara Powell, Chap Clark, and Steve Argue, the Youth, Family, and Culture master’s degree emphasis at Fuller draws from practical research to apply thoughtful, integrative scholarship to everyday questions.

Learn more: Fuller.edu/YFC